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As nascent proteins are synthesized by the ribosome, interactions between the
nascent protein and its environment can create pulling forces that are transmitted
to the ribosome’s catalytic center. These forces can affect the rate and outcomes
of translation. We use atomistic and coarse-grained simulation to characterize the
origins of pulling forces, the propagation of force to catalytic center of the ribo-
some, and the effects of force on synthetic outcomes. We uncover a novel form of
pulling force-mediated regulation in which the forces generated by the integration of
a transmembrane helix induce frameshifting in a viral polyprotein. Computational
forcemeasurements of hundreds of mutant viral sequences in combination with deep
mutational scanning experiments reveal the structural and sequence-level features
that enable this powerful regulatory mechanism. Force measurements are also used
to provide a molecular picture for complex pulling force experiments on multispan-
ning membrane proteins. In particular, we identify signatures of cotranslational
helix packing interactions and the translocation of surface helices. To understand
how forces are propagated through the nascent protein in the ribosomal exit tunnel,
we ran and analyzed hundreds of microseconds of atomistic molecular dynamics
with an applied pulling force on the nascent protein. The simulations reveal how
the secondary structure of nascent proteins and their interactions with the ribosome
control force propagation. The inhibition of force transduction by nascent protein-
ribosome interactions explains how amino acids tens of angstroms away from the
catalytic center of the ribosome can still influence the force-induced restart of stalled
ribosomes.
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NOMENCLATURE




CGMD. Coarse-grain molecular dynamics.
CI. Confidence interval.
Cotranslational. Occurring during the process of protein synthesis.
Cryo-EM. Cyrogenic electron microscopy.
DMS. Deep mutational scanning.
eGFP. A green fluorescent protein.
ER. Endoplasmic reticulum.
FACS. Fluorescence activated cell sorting.
FP. Force profile.
FPA. Force profile analysis.
FSAP. Force-sensitive arrest peptide.
gGFP. Glycosylatable green fluorescent protein, which will not fluoresce if glyco-
sylated.
IRES. Internal ribosome entry site.
Lep. Leader peptidase, often cloned intomembrane proteins to improve expression
or control topology.
Loading rate. The rate of increase in the pulling force applied to the end of the
nascent chain. Units of force per time.
MD. Molecular dynamics.
mKate. A red fluorescent protein.
Multispanning membrane protein. Amembrane proteinwithmultiple transmem-
brane helices.
Nin. Topology of a membrane protein in which the N-terminus is on the cytosolic
side of the membrane.
xi
Nout. Topology of a membrane protein in which the N-terminus is on the lumenal
or extracellular side of the membrane.
NTD. N-terminal domain.
PDB. Protein data bank, typically used to indicate the ID of published protein
structure.
PRF. Programmed ribosomal frameshifting. -1PRF refers specifically to a frameshift
into the -1 reading frame.
PTC. The peptidyl transferase center of the ribosome, where new peptide bonds
are synthesized.
SD. Standard deviation.
SecM. Arrest peptide sequence that stalls the ribosome as it is synthesized. The
stall is relieved in the presence of a sufficiently strong pulling force.
SINV. Sindbis virus.
Slip site. A heptanucleotide sequence upon the translation of which the ribosome
may undergo programmed ribosomal frameshifting.
TM. Transmembrane helix. Alternatively represented as TMH.
Translocation. Passage across the cell membrane.
WT. Wild type.
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C h a p t e r 1
INTRODUCTION
During the translation of nascent proteins, the interactions between the protein
and its environment can generate pulling forces that propagate through the nascent
protein to the peptidyl transferase center (PTC) of the ribosome. These pulling
forces are capable of altering the rate and even outcomes of protein synthesis. In
this manner, pulling forces allow the ribosome-nascent chain complex to sense and
respond to its environment without involving any extra signalling intermediates
or transcriptional processes. These unique capabilities and their applications in
both naturally evolved and engineered contexts motivate efforts to understand the
generation and propagation of cotranslational pulling forces, aswell as their potential
influences on synthetic outcomes.
The first identified manifestation of pulling force-mediated regulation was in an
arrest peptide, SecM [1]. Typically, arrest peptides stall translation indefinitely upon
their synthesis. In the case of SecM, however, a pulling force on the nascent chain
is able to relieve the stall and allow translation to recommence[2]. Physiologically,
this allows SecM to regulate the expression of the translocase SecA, because restart
of SecM-stalled translation is dependent on the presence of SecA and the pulling
force it exerts on the nascent protein [1, 3]. In an example of how the utility of force-
mediated regulatory mechanisms can be extended far beyond their evolved roles,
force-sensitive arrest peptides form the basis of our understanding of how nascent
chains interact with their environment to generate pulling forces. By appending
the SecM stall sequence to protein sequences of interest, one can experimentally
measure the fraction of stalled ribosomes that restart and thus estimate the forces
generate by the protein of interest[4]. Through this technique, researchers have
identified that pulling forces are generated by myriad cotranslational processes,
including cotranslational folding, membrane integration, translocation of charged
particles across a potential, and interactions with other proteins[2, 4–9].
Despite the seeming ubiquity of cotranslational pulling forces, their known biologi-
cal consequences remain few. Beyond enabling the restart of arrest peptides such as
SecM, pulling forces have also been suggested to be able to alter the rate of protein
synthesis [10, 11]. Altering translation rate can alter the structure and function of
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newly synthesized proteins[12]. However, a naturally evolved example of a protein
where pulling forces impact translation rate and thus protein function has not yet
been discovered.
The relative sparsity of identified applications of pulling force-mediated regulation
likely arises from the many difficulties in experimentally measuring cotranslational
forces and their consequences. As discussed above, pulling forces originate from
a wide variety of physical phenomena. Further complicating characterization, co-
translational pulling forces are inherently transient and out of equilibrium, as the
ribosome is adding new amino acids to the nascent protein. The magnitude of
the forces and the response of the ribosome are also stochastic, requiring a large
number of independent trials to characterize. The minority products can be in low
concentration, making identification challenging.
Molecular dynamics (MD) simulations naturally address many of these issues.
Forces are calculated at every timestep in order to evolve the atom positions, and they
can be recorded as the simulation progresses. Rerunning simulations to calculate the
probability distribution of forces is trivially parallelizable, given sufficient resources.
Simulations can be pushed out of equilibrium in a well controlled manner by adding
additional amino acids or by applying pulling forces. All these advantages are
exploited in chapter II of this thesis to characterize the molecular pathway for force-
induced restart of ribosomes stalled by arrest peptides. By tracking the propagation
of an applied pulling force along the nascent chain, we discover how secondary
structure and interactions between the nascent protein and the ribosome impede
force propagation, allowing amino acids tens of angstroms away from the catalytic
center of the ribosome to influence the restart pathway.
Moving beyond stalled ribosomes presents a major challenge to molecular dynamics
due to the many order of magnitude difference between the femtosecond timescale
of molecular motions and the second timescale of translation. To directly simulate
translation and capture the interplay of slow timescale events such asmembrane inte-
gration and protein synthesis requires a heavily coarse-grained model. In this thesis,
we extend and employ a model previously developed in the group which condenses
three amino acids into a single particle and explicitly represents the nascent protein,
ribosome, and translocon while treating the cytosol and lipid membrane implicitly
[13, 14]. These approximations allow simulations to reach the minute timescale on a
single core while still retaining sufficient fidelity to accurately calculate forces aris-
ing from processes such as membrane integration or translocation of charges across
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a potential [15]. This model provides the unique capability to rapidly predict both
the pulling forces and molecular underpinnings for long timescale cotranslational
processes.
These capabilities led to the discovery of a novel form of pulling-force mediated
regulation in alphaviruses, as described in chapters 3 and 4. We show how the
pulling forces exerted from the integration of a viral polyprotein correlate with
experimentally measured frameshifting ratios. This leads us to propose and validate
a model in which the successful integration of a transmembrane helix causes the
production of a frameshifted version of a protein, while failure to integrate leads to
the production of the main-frame variant. The sensitivity to pulling forces allows the
production of two different protein sequences with two different topologies, from
a single mRNA. Further studies on hundreds of mutants of polyprotein sequences
uncovered the physicochemical features that enable this novel regulatory mode. The
conformations and pulling forces observed in the mutants emphasize the importance
of the N-terminus of the integrating viral helix and the impact of slowing the
translation rate with codons with low abundance cognate tRNAs.
Coarse-grained simulations were additionally used in Chapter V to interpret the
highly complex experimental force profiles obtained from the integration and co-
translational folding of multispanning membrane proteins. By matching force pro-
files between experiment and simulation, we provide a molecular picture for the
experimentally observed force peaks. Altering the physics in the simulations, for
example by turning the membrane potential on or off, allows us to identify the spe-
cific processes that are responsible for some of the force peaks. Features observed in
the experimental force profiles that have no simulated counterpart can then restricted
to originate from physical process not present in the models, such as helical packing
interactions or amphiphilic surface helices.
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C h a p t e r 2
FORCE TRANSDUCTION CREATES LONG-RANGED
COUPLING IN RIBOSOMES STALLED BY ARREST PEPTIDES
Adapted from:
Matthew H. Zimmer, Michiel J.M. Niesen, and Thomas F. Miller. Force transduc-
tion creates long-ranged coupling in ribosomes stalled by arrest peptides. Biophys-
ical Journal, 2021. doi: 10.1016/j.bpj.2021.03.041.
Force-sensitive arrest peptides regulate protein biosynthesis by stalling the ribosome
as they are translated. Synthesis can be resumed when the nascent arrest peptide
experiences a pulling force of sufficient magnitude to break the stall. Efficient
stalling is dependent on the specific identity of a large number of amino acids,
including amino acids which are tens of angstroms away from the peptidyl trans-
ferase center (PTC). The mechanism of force-induced restart and the role of these
essential amino acids far from the PTC is currently unknown. We use hundreds
of independent molecular dynamics trajectories spanning over 120 μs in combina-
tion with kinetic analysis to characterize multiple barriers along the force-induced
restart pathway for the arrest peptide SecM. We find that the essential amino acids
far from the PTC play a major role in controlling the transduction of applied force.
In successive states along the stall-breaking pathway, the applied force propagates
up the nascent chain until it reaches the C-terminus of SecM and the PTC, inducing
conformational changes that allow for restart of translation. A similar mechanism
of force propagation through multiple states is observed in the VemP stall-breaking
pathway, but secondary structure in VemP allows for heterogeneity in the order of
transitions through intermediate states. Results from both arrest peptides explain
how residues that are tens of angstroms away from the catalytic center of the ribo-
some impact stalling efficiency by mediating the response to an applied force and
shielding the amino acids responsible for maintaining the stalled state of the PTC.
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2.1 Introduction
Regulation of protein expression levels is an essential part of maintaining cellular
homeostasis. While this is most commonly performed at the nucleotide level by
controlling rates of transcription initiation or ribosome binding, regulation at the
translational level allows for immediate control of protein levels [16]. One method
of translation-level regulation utilizes arrest peptides, which are short amino acids
sequences that induce a stall in ribosomal translation when synthesized, until an
external signal breaks the stall [17]. Force-sensitive arrest peptides (FSAPs) are
a class of arrest peptides that allow for the restart of translation with a force-
dependent rate [18]. Physiologically, these peptides act as a force sensor associated
with the integration of nascent proteins into the membrane or translocation across
the membrane. For example, the E. coli FSAP SecM is able to regulate expression
of the translocase SecA because restart of SecM-stalled translation is dependent
on the pulling force exerted by SecA on the nascent peptide [19]. SecM has also
been used as a powerful biophysical tool to measure in vivo forces arising from
membrane integration [4], cotranslational folding [5, 20], and charge translocation
[8]. The relationship between force and restart rate was quantitatively characterized
through optical tweezer experiments on SecM-stalled ribosomes [18] Understanding
the mechanism through which forces propagate up the nascent chain and break the
stall of FSAPs will not only shed light on an essential mode of regulation in biology,
but also provide insights for the design of mutants that respond to forces with greater
dynamic range and sensitivity, thereby enabling wider application of FSAPs as in
vivo force sensors [21, 22].
Considerable progress has been made in understanding the molecular mechanism
behind FSAP stalling. SecM was the first FSAP identified and remains one of the
best characterized. The requisite sequence in SecM for stalling has been narrowed
down to a stretch of seventeen amino acids, of which nine amino acids are essential
for efficient stalling[1, 23]. Cryo-EM structures have identified several SecM stalled
states with different ribosome conformations and tRNA occupancies [24, 25]. A
common feature of the different stalled ribosomes is that their conformations around
the peptidyl transferase center (PTC) resemble the structure of the uninduced state of
the ribosome characterized by Schmeing et al in which the P-site tRNA is protected
from nucleophilic attack [26]. The importance of particular residues is made clear
by the SecM-stalled structures; for example, the essential C-terminal R163 interacts
with several neighboring nucleotides to distort the PTC geometry [27]. However,
other amino acids essential for efficient stalling, such as F150 and W155, are more
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than ten angstroms away from the PTC and have no obvious role in altering the
conformation of the ribosome. Although structural data show the essential residues
far from the PTC are interacting with ribosomal proteins and RNA in the exit
tunnel, there are no large scale rearrangements in the ribosome that could lead to
propagation of this signal through the ribosome [24, 28–30]. Instead, these residues
are suggested to increase stalling by precisely arranging the conformation of C-
terminal portion of the nascent chain or by controlling the degree of compaction in
exit tunnel [22, 31]. The molecular details of how these essential C-terminal amino
acids induce this arrangement have not yet been uncovered.
More recently, the structures of ribosomes stalled by VemP and MifM, two other
FSAPs, have been solved [30, 32]. These peptides share many of the same features
as SecM, including the stabilization of the uninduced state of the ribosome and the
presence of many essential amino acids positioned far down the exit tunnel [26].
Despite these similarities, there are also significant differences between these more
recently characterized peptides and SecM, most notably the secondary structure and
compaction of the nascent chain in VemP and the species specificity of MifM.
While the available structures provide insight into how arrest peptides stall transla-
tion, the mechanism of force-dependent restart is less well understood. Experiments
using optical tweezers were able to quantify the relationship between the applied
force and restart rates [18], while a series ofmutant arrest sequences identified amino
acids critical to maintaining the stall in both the presence and absence of an applied
force [22, 31, 33]. However, these data are insufficient to reconstruct the molecular
mechanism of force-induced restart. Since most experiments only report on when
translation is able to restart, little is known about the conformational changes that
FSAPs undergo prior to restart, including the number of transitions, their relative
barrier heights, and whether they progress in a consecutive, random, or concerted
manner. In the current work, a molecular picture of the stall-breaking processes
is revealed by microsecond-timescale molecular dynamics (MD) simulations of the
SecM and VemP FSAPs with an applied force on the N-terminus. Analysis of over
150 independent stall-breaking events uncovered a conserved multi-step pathway in
which pulling forces are unable to disrupt the conformation around the PTC until
key interactions formed by the N-terminal regions of the arrest peptides are broken.
We characterize the locations and height of these barriers, and propose a role for
the essential amino acids far from the PTC in which they control force propagation.
This suggests a mutation strategy to produce FSAPs with altered force sensitivity.
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Comparison between the stall-breaking pathways of SecM and VemP highlights
how interactions between the nascent peptide and the ribosome alter force transduc-
tion differently than intra-chain interactions. Beyond FSAPs, cotranslational forces
have been shown to be able to influence the rates and even outcomes of translation
[10, 34]; thus, a better understanding of the factors that control force propagation in
the exit tunnel also provides valuable insight into how ribosomes are able to sense
and respond to their environment via the nascent protein.
2.2 Results and discussion
Pulling-force trajectories
The force-induced restart of stalled ribosomes is a non-equilibrium biomolecular
process that occurs on the timescale of seconds to minutes. Microsecond-timescale
molecular dynamics with an applied force on the nascent protein provides insight
into these non-equilibrium effects and allows for the direct visualization of the
motions and forces of the nascent chain throughout the stall-breaking pathway.
Simulations are initialized using cryo-EM structures of SecM and VemP stalled
ribosomes. SecM stalls the ribosome in many states during synthesis and several of
these states have been characterized structurally [24, 25, 35]. Simulations of SecM
were started from the structure corresponding to the earliest point in translation
(PDB: 3JBU), in which Pro-tRNA has not yet bound to the ribosome (Fig. 2.1A).
To reduce computational cost, the ribosomes in both SecM and VemP structures are
truncated beyond a 23 Å radius around the nascent chain, with an outer shell of 3 Å
restrained to preserve the structure of the ribosome (Fig. 2.1B, Methods). With the
exception of the areas near the nascent peptide and the PTC, the conformation of the
50S subunit of SecM-stalled and unstalled ribosomes are similar [24, 25, 36], so the
dynamics of the ribosome 20 Å away from the PTC is not expected to influence the
restart pathway. Following truncation, the starting structures were relaxed using 1
μs of equilibrium MD. During equilibration, the initial conformation of the nascent
protein and ribosome around the PTC was well conserved
To simulate force-induced stall breaking, we apply a force on the nascent chain by
placing the N-terminal alpha carbon in a harmonic potential, with the minimum
energy position of the harmonic potential moving out of the exit tunnel at constant
velocity. This protocolmimics the commonly used force-ramping protocol in optical
tweezer experiments [18, 37, 38]. To observe stall-breaking on a timescale accessible
to simulation, it is necessary to pull with a faster force-ramping protocol than is done
experimentally. We run simulations over two orders of magnitude in force loading
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rates (0.5, 5, and 50 pN/ns). These loading rates lead to rupture forces between 100 to
1000 pN and timescales from 50 ns to 5 μs. Although this is faster than the presumed
experimental timescale of seconds [18, 35], the wide range of pulling forces applied
allows us to evaluate the consistency of our trajectories with varying simulation
timescale. Additionally, our simulations match experimental estimates of the free
energy barrier to stalling and the effects of mutations, supporting the assumption
that the pathway of stall-breaking is unchanged by the accelerated timescale of
our simulations. Detailed analysis of over one hundred independent trajectories
allows for more detailed and statistically robust analysis than previous simulations
of stalling peptide restart which consisted of two force pulling trajectories of 10 ns
each [27]. The large number of long trajectories (over 120 μs total) was enabled by
the use of the Anton2 computer [39]. Descriptions of each trajectory are provided
in Table 2.
Figure 2.1: Description of the simulation system and typical output. A) Cryo-EM
structure of a SecM stalled ribosome (PDB: 3JBU). Only the region of the ribosome
surrounding the nascent chain is included in our simulations. B) The simulated part
of the ribosome, with atoms shown in cyan harmonically restrained. A ramping
force is applied to the N-terminus of the nascent chain. C) The result of a SecM
pulling trajectories. Several regions of linear extension can be identified (colored
dashed lines), corresponding to different stable conformations of the nascent chain.
Note that, for visual clarity, the structures in A and B do not show atoms that are
nearer to the viewer than the nascent chain.
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Force propagation through stall-breaking intermediates
We first consider force-pulling simulations involving the SecM sequence, as SecM
is the best characterized FSAP and has seen the most use in force-measurement
experiments, enabling us to validate our methodology and make readily testable
predictions. The force traces indicate that several distinct conformational changes
occur within a typical trajectory (Fig. 2.1C). The changes are evidenced by the
sharp drops in the force trace, corresponding to moments in which the nascent
chain extends along the direction of the applied force. Regions of the force trace in
between these drops with linearly ramping force correspond to metastable interme-
diate states along the stall-breaking pathway. To identify states that are consistently
observed across the 5 pN/ns trajectories, the linear rate of force increase (70 pN/Å)
is subtracted from each force trace (Fig. 2.2A, Methods). This allows for direct
comparison between force traces even though the times at which conformational
changes occur are stochastic [40].
Combining the results of the ensemble of pulling-force trajectories reveals a dis-
tribution of applied forces with five peaks, with each peak corresponding to a
conformational state that is robustly observed across the trajectories (Fig. 2.2B).
These data are then fit by a mixture distribution consisting of the sum five Gaussians.
Each frame of the trajectories is assigned to one of the five states based on the force
at that frame. Each state may contain sub-states that give rise to small drops in the
force trace within a given state (e.g. in Fig. 2.1C); however, these sub-states are not
consistent across different trajectories. Since these sub-state transitions are not con-
served in the stall-breaking pathway and their infrequent occurrence makes robust
analysis difficult, they were not further characterized. Repeating the above analysis
on simulations conducted with a faster, 50 pN/ns loading rate reveals a distributions
of external forces that are also well-fit assuming a five state model (Fig. 2.3).
With thousands of configurational samples per state, the molecular motions that
govern the transitions between the observed states can be characterized. Measuring
the changes in dihedral angles between consecutive states on an per-amino acid
basis (Fig. 2.4) reveals that the conformational changes between states are driven
by rotations of only a few adjacent amino acids per transition. For all of the amino
acids that undergo changes in dihedral angle, the rotation observed involves the
straightening of the ψ dihedral angle from a bent conformation to a 0 degree planar
conformation. This extends the nascent chain in the direction of the applied force.
The set of residues that rotate in each transition progresses toward the C-terminus
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Figure 2.2: Identifying states based on force traces A) Force traces from three
representative simulations of SecMafter a force ramp of 5 pN/ns has been subtracted.
Dashed lines indicate the peaks of the Gaussians which have been fit to the data in
panel B. B) Histogram of the flattened force traces of all 30 trajectories run with a
force loading rate of 5 pN/ns.
Figure 2.3: Identifying states based on force profiles. A) For all 30 50 pN/ns trajec-
tory, linear segments were identified as described in the Methods. The distribution
of the slopes of these segments is plotted. B) Same as A, but for all 30 5 pN/ns
trajectories. C) Same as A, but for all 5 0.5 pN/ns trajectories. D) The median
of the slopes of the linear segments plotted in A were subtracted from each force
profile, generating flattened profiles as in Fig. 2.2A. The distribution of flattened
force profiles is plotted. Superimposed is the results of fitting the distribution to the
sum of five Gaussians. Each Gaussian is plotted separately. E) Same as D, but for
5 pN/ns trajectories. F) Same as D, but for 0.5 pN/ns trajectories.
of nascent chain with each successive transition, from Ser151 rotating in state 1,
Ser157 and Gln158 in state 2, Gly161 in state 3, and finally to Arg163 and Ala164
rotating at the C-terminus in state 4. After a state transition, there is no evidence for
any of the fully extended amino acids reforming interactions with the ribosome.
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The molecular descriptions of the states and the transitions between them are almost
identical when simulations are performed with a 10x greater force ramping rate (Fig.
2.4). The same analysis performed on trajectories runwith the slower ramping rate of
0.5 pN/ns identified nearly identical conformational changes for each state transition,
albeit with some overlap between the peaks that is likely due to the difficulty in
assigning states with only five trajectories. The rotation of the specific amino acids
listed above defines a robust molecular pathway that describes that conformational
changes SecM undergoes when subjected to an applied force on the N-terminus.
It is important to note, however, that the amino acids undergoing dihedral rotation
between states are not necessarily responsible for the free energy barrier between
states. The key interactions that maintain the states will be investigated in a later
section using computational mutagenesis.
Figure 2.4: Conformational changes are quantified for each amino acid in terms of
the distance of the ϕ and ψ dihedral angles between two states. The key differences
between each state can be described by rotations in only a few amino acids per state.
Connecting peptide conformation to restart of translation
We now identify the state during force propagation that first allows the restart of
translation. The five amino acids at the C-terminus of SecM are all essential to its
stalling behavior, as well as being the closest to the site of new bond formation [22].
It is therefore expected that only conformations in which the essential C-terminal
residues have been affected by the force could allow restart of synthesis. The most
dramatic movement of these amino acids occurs during the transition from state 3
to 4 when Arg163 and Ala164 straighten (Fig. 2.4). However, this transition is
unlikely to occur under physiological conditions as it coincides with an unphysical
extension of the tRNA. Characterizing the movement of the tRNA nucleotide which
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is covalently bonded to the nascent protein reveals that the tRNA maintains a stable
position until the transition to state 4, at which point it is pulled several angstroms
into the exit tunnel (Fig. 2.5A). This extension is enabled by the breaking of the
stacking interactions between the nucleobases in the tRNA in a manner which, to
our knowledge, has not been observed in vivo.
Figure 2.5: Identifying which states could correspond to restart of synthesis A)
Distributions of the extension of the 3’ hydroxyl group of the tRNA nucleotide which
is bonded to the nascent chain beyond its position during equilibration. Extension
is measured in the direction of pulling. States 4 and 5 are unphysically extended.
The data are taken from the 30 independent 5 pN/ns trajectories. B) Simulations of
SecM were run with the force on the N-terminus ramped at 50 pN/ns as previously,
but nowwith the C-terminal Arg163 fixed by a harmonic restraint. The pulling force
is plotted in black and the amount of force that is acting on Arg163 is plotted in blue.
The force only increases above its basal level until after the transition to state 3. The
transitions between states 1 to 2 and 2 to 3 were determined by the frame in which
residues Ser151 and Ser157 respectively straighten. C)Characteristic conformations
of each state are shown, colored by the magnitude of the tension along the nascent
chain relative to the tension in the equilibration trajectory. Tension only reaches the
C-terminal amino acids once state 3 is reached.
To further evaluate the possible relevance of the 3-to-4 transition, we estimated
the height of the free energy barrier by fitting the observed distribution of state
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transition times to a probabilistic model of force-induced barrier crossing proposed
by Bullerjahn et al (Fig. 2.6, 2.7, Table 1) [41]. This leads to an estimate for the
barrier height of 120 kT (90% CI: 110-160 kT), which could not be crossed on
biologically relevant timescale without forces far stronger than what can be exerted
by SecA, estimated to be around 10 pN [42]. The analyses of the conformational
changes and the energetics of the state 3 to 4 transition both indicate that state
4 is physiologically inaccessible and therefore that restart must occur in state 3
or before.The following section details the methodology and validation of these
estimates.
Estimation of energy landscape
Given a number of repeated and stochastic trajectories of force-induced disruption
of a bond, it is possible to estimate the free energy landscape of that bond. This
estimation is typically performed by assuming one-dimensional double-well energy
landscape that the system explores through thermal fluctuations, just as in Kramer’s
theory of chemical reaction rates[43]. The applied force distorts the underlying free
energy landscape of the bond, acting to reduce the height of the energy barrier and
increase the rate of crossing. Bond rupture occurs when the free energy barrier is
crossed.
Numerous theories have been developed that provide strategies to estimate an energy
landscape given different pulling protocols and force regimes [44–46]. In this work,
we use the framework developed by Bullerjahn, Strum, and Kroy [41] which has
the advantage of being directly applicable to the force loading protocol used in our
molecular dynamics simulations, namely the application of external force via a stiff
and rapidly moving harmonic potential. Their theory predicts the distribution of
observed rupture forces given the parameters describing the energy landscape and
the pulling protocol, i.e. ?( |G‡,Δ‡, ; :BE). G‡ is the distance from theminimum
of the bound state to the location of the barrier maximum,Δ is the height of the free
energy barrier,  is the diffusion constant, and :BE is the force loading rate used in
simulation. :BE is chosen when setting up the simulation, while the remaining three
parameters need to be estimated. This is done by finding the value of the parameters
that maximizes ?( |G‡,Δ‡, ; :BE). The functional form for this probability is
provided in [41], and assumes the underlying free energy landscape to be harmonic
with a cusp at the barrier maximum.
Optimizing this probability to find G‡, Δ‡, and  simultaneously produced un-
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physical results with estimates of Δ‡ and  both orders of magnitude higher than
expected for all transitions. The poor estimates are likely due to insufficient samples
of stall-breaking events. Instead of performing a fully flexible fit, we first estimate
the spring constant of the underlying harmonic energy landscape : ; , which fixes
the ratio of G‡2 to Δ‡ as : ; = 2Δ
‡
G‡2
. The estimate for the spring constant of the
underlying landscape is obtained by first expressing the effective potential as the
sum of the underlying landscape plus the moving harmonic trap, i.e.
* (G, C) = : ;G2 + :B (G − EBC)2
, where :B is the spring constant of the applied harmonic potential and EB is the
speed at which the applied potential is moved. Because the harmonic trap is moving
with time, the energy minimum of the effective potential moves as well, specifically
G<8= (C) =
:BEBC
:B + : ;
. As the system tracks the moving minimum of the effective potential, the expected
value of the applied force at a given time varies as:
E[ (C)] = :B (EC − G<8= (C)) = :BEC
(
1 − :B
:B + : ;
)
.
The applied force is an experimental observable, and all the other parameters besides
: ; are known. This means that the spring constant of the underlying constant can be





where ¤ is the slope of the applied force. The estimation of ¤ is described in
Methods and results are shown in Fig. 2.3. The estimate of : ; is informative
because the spring constants of the underlying landscape and the applied potential
are of a similar scale. This is not typically the case for optical tweezer experiments,
for which : ;  :B and therefore E[ (C)] ≈ :BEC, which has no : ; dependence.
Estimating : ; removes one free parameter from the optimization problem, as G‡
and Δ‡ are linked through : ; = 2Δ
‡
G‡2
. Still, fitting the observed forces at rupture
to ?( |G‡,Δ‡, ; :BE) produced unphysical parameters. To further reduce the
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complexity of the fit, G‡ is fit to the median of the rupture forces while  is held
constant. By repeating this fit over each of the three pulling forces and finding the
value of  which leads to the best agreement between predictions of G‡, both G‡ and
 can be estimated (Fig. 2.6).
Figure 2.6: Each plot shows the optimum value for G‡ given a fixed value for the
diffusion constant. Each plot corresponds to the barrier for exiting a given state,
and the fits are performed separately for trajectories of different force ramping rates.
The dashed lines indicate the value of the diffusion constant that produces the best
agreement between estimates of G‡ across all three pulling speeds and states.
The above methodology allows fitting of a single-barrier landscape, however the the
pathway of force-induced SecM restart clearly exhibits multiple, sequential barriers.
To fit barriers beyond the first, it is necessary to find the location of the minimum
of the state before the barrier of interest. This is done by assuming that the distance
from the previous minimum to the barrier is the same as the distance from the barrier
to the subsequent minimum (Fig. 2.7). This significant and simplistic assumption is
necessary because our trajectories do not exhibit the rebinding events that would be
necessary to gain more detailed information on the shape of the landscape between
a barrier and the subsequent minimum. Despite the simplicity of the assumption,
we do not observe any states rupturing before their predicted minima, which would
be clear indicator of a poor choice of landscape. Having established a method to
identify the minima of a state given the parameters estimated for the previous state,
we can iteratively estimate the landscape of each state (Fig. 2.6, Table 2.1).
The estimated parameters clearly indicate that the barrier between state 1 and 2
cannot be the sole barrier before restart of translation, as it can be overcome by
thermal motion with a rate of over 104 B−1. The crossing of the barrier between
states 3 and 4 cannot be required for restart of translation because the crossing time
is far too slow at physiological forces, e.g. Bell’s law predicts that with a force
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Table 2.1: Optimal parameters that describe that energy barrier for leaving states
1-3. Confidence intervals were determined by bootstrapping over trajectories.
G‡ (Å) G‡ 90% CI Δ‡(:)) Δ‡ 90% CI :0(B−1) :0 90% CI
State 1 1.0 0.83 4.2 3.3 1.0 × 106 6.3 × 10
4
1.3 8.1 2.3 × 106
State 2 2.5 2.2 27 21 4.3 × 10−4 6.7 × 10
−25
3.9 76 8.9 × 10−2
State 3 5.3 5.0 120 110 2.8 × 10−45 2.7 × 10
−61
6.0 160 1.6 × 10−40
of 10 pN the barrier will be crossed with a rate :04G
‡/:) = 10−44B−1. Note that
both barriers are still implausibly relevant even at the ends of the 90% confidence
intervals.
By contrast, the barrier between state 2 to 3 has a more physiologically sensible rate
constant of 4.3×10−4 which drops to 5.6×10−3 with a 10 pN force, assuming Bell’s
law. Although the confidence intervals on these estimates are wide, this barrier
appears to be substantial yet still physiologically surmountable. In combination
with the fact that crossing this barrier allows the force to affect the conformation at
the C-terminus of SecM, the barrier between state 2 and 3 is likely to be the key
barrier to force induced restart of translation.
Figure 2.7: Estimated potential energy landscape for force-induced SecM restart.
Each potential energy well is colored by the state it corresponds to.
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Force and tension propagation
For restart to occur, the conformation of the amino acids at the PTCmust be disrupted
by the applied force. This occurs only in state 3 and later (Fig. 2.4), suggesting
that the transition from state 2 to 3 is necessary for restart of synthesis to occur.
To precisely determine when the amino acids at the PTC experience pulling forces,
simulations are run with a harmonic restraint on the alpha carbon of the essential
Arg163 (Fig. 2.5B). The displacement of the restrained alpha carbon reports on
the force that atom experiences. Until SecM enters state 3, no significant forces
are felt by Arg163 and restart of translation cannot occur. This held true across
several different simulation protocols, including with two different loading rates and
when the restraint was placed on Gly165 rather than Arg163. The inhibited force
transmission in SecMcontrastswith previously published results thatmeasured force
transmission in a non-stalling peptide and found no significant difference between
the forces at the N- and C-termini [10].
To further confirm the mechanistic significance of the transition from state 2 to
state 3, the tension along the backbone of the nascent chain is measured (Methods).
Tension in the nascent chain around the PTC only increases after state 3 is reached
(Fig. 2.5C). Analysis of the computed tensions as a function of position along the
nascent chain leads to the same conclusions as those reached above, while having the
advantage of not requiring an artificial restraint and providing measurements from
all SecM amino acids, instead of just the restrained atom. However, the tension
fluctuates dramatically with time and meaningful comparisons can only be made
after averaging over all the frames in a state.
Both metrics of tracking the intra-chain forces during a pulling trajectory indicate
that overcoming the first barrier and entering the second state could not lead to a
restart of translation. Only once the third state is entered does the force reach the
C-terminus and enable disruption of the interactions around the PTC that hold the
stall in place. Additionally, our estimate of the free energy barrier between states 2
and 3 is 27 kT (90% CI: 21-76 kT), which makes this transition the last energetically
accessible step. The 4 kT (90% CI: 3-8 kT) barrier between states 1 and 2 can be
overcome by thermal motion, whereas the 120 kT (90% CI: 110-160 kT) barrier
between steps 3 and 4 is physiologically insurmountable, requiring the disruption of
tRNA stacking. Taken together, this indicates that arrival at state 3 is both necessary
and sufficient for stall-breaking.
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Force transduction in mutant arrest peptides
The extent to which mutations in SecM affect the response to an applied force is
poorly understood. The majority of previous studies of the stalling of SecMmutants
were performed in the absence of the translocation machinery that physiologically
exerts the forces necessary to relieve the stall [1, 22, 31]. These experiments
identify which amino acids are essential for stalling, but do not indicate which
mutants alter force sensitivity. An extensive study on the force-responsiveness of a
series of mutants of a SecM sequence derived fromMannheimia succiniciproducens
(Ms-SecM) identified a number of sequences with enhanced resistance to pulling
force, and these variants have found subsequent use in characterizing biophysical
processes that induce awide range of forces [9]. However, the substantial differences
in sequence between Ms-SecM and the more commonly studied E. coli SecM,
combined with the lack of a structure of Ms-SecM, make it difficult to rationalize
the effects of the mutants in molecular terms. We thus employ MD simulations to
explore how mutants alter the barriers to force propagation along the nascent chain.
Several amino acids in SecM were individually mutated to alanine, equilibrated
for 250 ns, then re-simulated with a force loading rate of 50 pN/ns. From these
trajectories, the work required to pull the mutant into the restart-competent state 3 is
calculated. Work is a convenient metric because it includes the effect of mutations
on both the state 1 to 2 and 2 to 3 transitions. To focus on the effects due to force
propagation rather than the conformational changes at the PTC that may occur upon
mutation, mutations were made only to amino acids more than 10 Å away from the
PTC. Five mutants were simulated, three that were found experimentally to reduce
stalling efficiency in the absence of an applied force (F150A, W155A, I156) and
two that were not observed to have an effect on stalling (L149A, T152A). The three
mutants that required the least amount of work to restart were the same three that
were found to experimentally reduce stalling efficiency (Fig. 2.8B) [1].
The findings presented so far have broad implications for the process of force-
induced restarting of stalled peptides. Firstly, it provides an explanation for why the
specific identity of amino acids is essential even when they are tens of angstroms
away from the PTC, as the force is unable to propagate beyond these amino acids
until specific interactions with the ribosomal exit tunnel are broken (Fig. 4A). The
interactions formed by these residues should also be capable of blocking or damping
fluctuations on the chain, which provides a connection to mutagenesis studies that
investigate stalling behavior at zero applied force [1, 23, 31]. This mechanism also
suggests that mutating these essential amino acids lower in the chain would be the
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Figure 2.8: Exploring the role of the essential amino acids in the restart process
A) Snapshot of SecM with the amino acids whose identity is essential to effective
stalling colored in red. B) Mean work done to reach the restart-competent state 3.
The mutants colored grey are those which were experimentally found to have little
effect on stalling, while the red mutants led to a significant reduction in stalling.
Error bars indicate 95% confidence intervals on the mean. Stars indicate mutants
for which the mean of the work done was significantly different from the WT work
according to a t-test with unequal variances and a threshold of ? < 0.01
most effective strategy for tuning the force response properties of SecM. Mutations
of the essential residues at the C-terminus, such as Arg163, would be more likely
to abrogate the stall entirely rather than change its sensitivity to an applied force.
Additional variants of SecM with altered response to force would aid the use of
FSAPs as in vivo force sensors, since the diversity of biological processes that arrest
peptides can report on is limited by the dynamic range of the reporters [33].
Alternative stall sequences
Simulations of SecM suggest amechanism inwhich interactions between the nascent
chain and the ribosome inhibit force propagation to the PTC and prevent restart of
translation until those interactions are disrupted. To evaluate the generality of
this mechanism, a second force-sensitive arrest peptide was investigated, VemP.
As with SecM, force-sensitive stalling of VemP regulates the expression of protein
translocation components [47]. However, a recent structure of VemP stalled in the
ribosome exit tunnel showed that VemP adopts a conformation in the exit tunnel
highly dissimilar to SecM [30] (Fig. 2.9A). Unlike SecM, the VemP nascent chain
is highly compacted with clear secondary structure; two helical regions in the upper
and lower sections of the peptide. The upper helix is principally responsible for
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inducing the stall, with several amino acids interacting with ribosomal nucleotides
in such a way as to block peptide bond formation. It has been proposed that an force
applied to the nascent chain could unravel the upper helix, thereby disrupting these
interactions with the ribosome and enabling the restart of translation [30]. Due to
the very different stalled conformation of VemP, it provides a stringent test of the
generality of the mechanism uncovered for the force induced-restarting of SecM.
Figure 2.9: Force-induced conformational changes in VemP. A) Structure of the
stalled VemP nascent chain, with the two helical regions colored. B) Straightening
time for different amino acids inVemP and SecM averaged over 30 trajectories, using
a force loading rate of 35 pN/ns for VemP and 50 pN/ns for SecM. C) Time series
of the deviation of the dihedral angles in helices 1 and 2 from the fully extended
conformation, taken from a representative trajectory. The amino acids within a helix
do not straighten in consecutive order.
Following the sameprotocol used to studySecM, simulations ofVemPwere prepared
from its cryo-EM structure (PDB: 5NWY), with the ribosome cut-off and restrained
beyond a 23 Å radius. Force was applied on the N-terminus along the direction
of the exit tunnel with a force-loading rate of 35 pN/s. Due to the high degree
of compaction in VemP, if the nascent chain were fully extended from its starting
configuration the N-terminus would extend well outside the ribosome exit tunnel
and require a large simulated periodic box. To reduce the total simulation volume,
a pulling trajectory is divided into three parts and the fully extended portion of the
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nascent chain is removed at the end of each third (Methods). This relies on the
assumption that the fully extended nascent chain will not inhibit the propagation of
the applied force.
The N-terminal helix unravels strictly before the C-terminal helix, as measured by
the average time at which the dihedral angles of each residue straighten (Fig. 2.9B).
This suggests that, as with SecM, interactions formed further from the PTC must
be broken before force can propagate to residues nearer the PTC. Tracking tension
throughout the simulations also indicates that the tension in the C-terminal helix
near the PTC does not increase until the N-terminal helix is unraveled (Fig. 2.10).
Figure 2.10: The tension along the VemP backbone relative to the tension during
equilibration is averaged over all frames with helix 1 either intact or unfolded, then
plotted per amino acid. The unfolding of helix 1 is measured by the straightness
of Thr135 at the C-terminus of helix 1. When the dihedral angle is within 30°of
0°for more than 3 ns, the helix is defined as unfolded. While helix 1 is intact, the
pulling force does not induce additional tension in helix 2, implying the propagation
of force up nascent chain is inhibited. Only once helix 1 is unfolded does helix 2
experience increased tension.
However, the presence of secondary structure in VemP also leads to notable differ-
ences in the mechanism of restart. One such difference is that the straightening of
amino acids within a helix does not necessarily occur consecutively. This can be
seen both in the straightening times of the amino acids averaged over all trajectories
(Fig. 2.9B) and individual trajectories (Fig. 2.9C). In Fig. 2.9, the amino acids
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and the markers for their transitions are colored from darker to lighter from the
N-terminus to the C-terminus. If the order of straightening was strictly consecutive,
the ordering of colors in Fig. 2.9 B and C would become monotonically lighter with
time. This is evidently not the case within both helices 1 and 2. In fact, not only
is the order of unraveling of different turns of a helix not consecutive, it is also not
conserved across independent trajectories simulated with the same protocol (Fig.
2.11).
Figure 2.11: The order in which the dihedral angles of the first four amino acids
in VemP helix 1 straightens is determined for each trajectory and the distribution
of these orders is plotted. The expected order if the amino acids straightened
consecutively is indicated with the red dashed line. For example, Arg125 is most
often the 4th amino acid in helix 1 to straighten, despite being the 2nd amino acid
from the helix N-terminus. All four dihedral angles show significant heterogeneity
in the order of straightening across different trajectories.
The underlying reason for the difference in ordering between SecM and VemP arises
from the fact that the interactions found in SecM are between the nascent chain and
the ribosome, whereas the interactions within a VemP helix are between different
VemP amino acids. Interactions between the nascent chain and ribosome hold the
nascent chain in place relative to the exit tunnel. Intra-chain interactions in a helix
still allow the helix to move as whole in response to a force, which allows force
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to propagate through the helix. This means that interactions within and directly
C-terminal of a helix break in order of their free energy barriers. For example, if
there is a weak interaction between the nascent chain and the exit tunnel C-terminal
of a helix, then that weak interaction can be broken by an applied force before the
alpha helix is disrupted. Conversely, if the exit tunnel-nascent chain interaction is
stronger than the intra-helical interactions, then the alpha helix will be disrupted
first. The similar free energy barriers for unfolding different turns of the same
helix is likely why heterogeneity is observed in the breaking order within a helix
between trajectories. This difference between inter- and intra-chain interactions
can also explain why the middle portion of VemP, which lacks secondary structure,
straightens in consecutive order.
Due to the greater cost of simulations of the longer VemP peptide, there are still
several open questions regarding how its secondary structure responds to a pulling
force. For instance, wewere not able to investigate how the order of unravelingwithin
a helix depends on an applied force, although we hypothesize that the heterogeneity
would only increase at lower forces as thermal motion becomesmore important [48].
The lack of trajectories at longer timescales also prevents estimation of free energy
barriers, as was done with SecM. While challenging, this could be a particularly
fruitful direction for future simulations as the barrier height determines whether
nascent chain-ribosome or intra-chain interactions will break first. Additionally,
although itwas not observed in these trajectories, steric interactions between an alpha
helix and a constricted region in the exit tunnel may force consecutive unraveling
of the alpha helix as it needs to pass through the constriction zone. Despite these
open questions, simulations of VemP revealed clear similarities and differences
as compared with SecM. VemP exhibits non-consecutive breaking of interactions
within a helix, while the interactions in SecM are disrupted consecutively from
the N-terminus to the C-terminus. Importantly, both stalling peptides still require
N-terminal interactions between the nascent chain and the exit tunnel to be broken
before the critical conformation stalling the PTC can be disrupted.
2.3 Conclusions
The results presented here reveal a mechanism for force-induced restart of ribo-
somal translation in which cotranslational force propagation is governed by both
interactions between the nascent chain and the ribosome and intra-nascent chain in-
teractions. Simulations identified a pathway of sequential conformational changes
in SecM that are required in order for a force applied at the N-terminal end of SecM
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to propagate to the PTC. This pathway was found to be consistent over two orders
of magnitude of force ramping rate, and mutations that were experimentally found
to reduce the stalling efficacy of SecM in the absence of force also reduced the work
required to progress through the various conformational changes. Analysis of the
VemP restarting pathway revealed a distinct force propagation mechanism in which
intra-helical interactions are broken stochastically, while helix 1 was necessarily
unraveled before helix 2 could be unfolded by the applied force. The results from
both SecM and VemP highlight a previously underappreciated distinction between
amino acids in FSAPs which induce stalling through specific interactions with the
ribosome around the PTC and those which stabilize the conformation of the nascent
chain and shield the residues at the PTC from external forces. We believe the latter
interactions should be the principal target of mutagenesis aimed to alter the force
sensitivity of FSAPs, since mutations to amino acids around the PTC are likely to
reduce stalling efficiency even in the absence of an applied force.
Understanding cotranslational force propagation is not only essential for understand-
ing the restarting of FSAPs but also other cotranslational processes that are affected
by pulling forces, such as translation rate or frameshifting [10, 34] Comparison
between the pulling force simulations of SecM and VemP emphasizes the role of
interactions between the nascent chain and the exit tunnel which block further prop-
agation of force up the nascent chain. This is contrasted with intra-chain interactions
such as in alpha helices which can move as a unit and therefore do not inhibit the
propagation of force and allow breaking of interactions in non-consecutive order.
The force-induced restarting pathways of SecM and VemP both highlight the need
to consider potential interactions between the nascent chain and the ribosome when
estimating the cotranslational forces experienced by the ribosome [49, 50]. Fortu-
nately, characterization and understanding of interactions between a nascent peptide
and the exit tunnel are becoming increasingly available thanks to the rapid expansion
of cryo-EM structural data. Future simulations will provide an essential connection
between the study of nascent chain behavior in the exit tunnel [6, 51, 52] and the
role of forces in influencing cotranslational behavior[34, 50].
2.4 Methodology
Simulation set-up
Simulations of SecM were initialized from the 3.6 Å resolution PDB structure
3JBU [24]. System preparation was performed using Schrödinger Maestro. First,
the covalent peptidyl-tRNA bond was manually restored. The structure was then
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truncated by removing amino acids with any heavy atoms 24 Å beyond the region
of interested, defined as the SecM nascent chain and first three nucleotides of
the P-site tRNA. This region was chosen to be sufficiently large to minimize the
influence of the truncated region, as they lie beyond the cut-off distance for the
non-electrostatic interactions of the MD forcefield. Additionally, high resolution
structures of stalled ribosomes do not suggest large-scale conformational changes
beyond the PTC [24, 28–30], in contrast to earlier studies analyzing lower resolution
stalling peptide structures [53]. Any amino acid or nucleotide monomers created by
the truncation were removed. The SecM nascent chain was cut off at Leu149, and a
SerGlySer linker was appended to the N-terminus. Hydrogens were modeled in, and
N- and C-termini newly created by the truncation were capped with acetyl and N-
methyl amide groups, respectively. Minimization was performed to alleviate clashes
formed by the newly added capping groups. The structure was then solvated with
TIP3P water and neutralized with Mg2+. Solvation filled the orthorhombic periodic
simulation box, which was set to extend 10 Å beyond the truncated ribosome. The
ribosome was oriented to minimize the volume of the box. To retain the structure
of the ribosome despite the truncation, all non-solvent heavy atoms 20 Å away
from the region of interest were restrained with 1 kcal/mol/Å harmonic restraints.
RATTLE restraints were applied to enable production timesteps of 2.5 fs. The
full system consists of 117k atoms. Initial simulation was run for 30 ns using the
AMBER99SB-ILDN forcefield [54], the Desmond simulation package [55], and a
timestep of 1.5 fs. The same steps were used to prepare the VemP structure from the
2.9 Å resolution PDB structure 5NWY, with no truncation of the nascent chain [30].
Extensive equilibration was then performed on Anton2. All Anton simulations were
conducted with a timestep of 2.5 fs. SecM was equilibrated for 1000 ns and VemP
for 500 ns. Simulations of mutant SecM were prepared starting from the SecM
structure after equilibration. After mutations were introduced, each structure was
re-equilibrated for 250 ns.
Force-pulling protocol
The pulling direction was determined by identifying the vector that extends from
the N-terminal alpha carbon of SecM or VemP and maximizes the distance between
any point along the vector and the atoms of the ribosome. The optimal vector
passes through the exit tunnel and maintains a distance of greater than 6 Å from any
ribosomal atoms at all times.
Pulling is performed by applying a 1 kcal/mol/Å harmonic potential to the N-
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terminal alpha carbon that constrains the the distance between the alpha carbon
and a point 30 Å away from the alpha carbon in the direction of pulling vector.
Initially, this distance is set to the equilibrium distance of 30 Å, such that there
is no force applied to the alpha carbon. This distance is decreased linearly with
time, applying increasing force to the N-terminal alpha carbon. Initial structures are
drawn randomly from the last quarter of the equilibration simulations. We explore
different force loading rates of 0.5, 5, and 50 pN/ns. Simulations for were run 6.5
μs, 650 ns, and 78 ns respectively. These times correspond to halting the simulation
when the minimum of the harmonic potential used to apply the pulling force was 45
Å away from initial position of the SecM N-terminus. For the fastest force loading
rate of 50 pN/ns, this was extended to 55 Å to ensure all conformational transitions
were observed. 30 independent simulations were performed at the force loading
rates of 5 and 50 pN/s. Due to the longer simulations required, only 5 trajectories
were run with a force loading rate of 0.5 pN/ns. For all simulations, frames are
recorded every 1.5 ns. See Table 2 for a list of all simulations performed.
Simulations to measure the force at the C-terminus of SecM were performed as
described above, but with the addition of a 1 kcal/mol/Å harmonic restraint on the
alpha carbon of Arg163 or Gly165. The minimum of the harmonic potential was
centered on the alpha carbon’s position in the cryo-EM structure. 25 independent
trajectories were run with a loading rate of 50 pN/s and C-terminal restraint on
Arg163, 10 trajectories with a loading rate of 5 pN/s and C-terminal restraint on
Arg163, and 10 trajectories with a loading rate of 50 pN/s and C-terminal restraint
on Gly165. Simulations of mutant SecM were performed with a force loading rate
of 50 pN/ns. 20 independent trajectories were generated for each mutant.
Simulations of VemP were performed analogously to SecM, albeit a force loading
rate of 35 pN/ns. Initially, 30 simulations were run until the minimum of the pulling
harmonic potential was 40 Å away from the initial position of the VemP N-terminal
alpha carbon, corresponding to a simulation time of 80 ns. However, this was
insufficient to disrupt the upper helix of VemP and further extension would bring
the N-terminus of VemP near the periodic boundary of the simulation. To overcome
this, after each trajectory was pulled for 80 ns, the simulation was halted and all
amino acids of the nascent chain which were fully extended (i.e ϕ and ψ dihedral
angles are within 30 degrees of straight (180◦) and remains so for 10 frames) were
removed. Simulation was then resumed, with the distance restraint adjusted such
that the applied force at the end of the previous simulation and start of the new
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simulation were the same. This procedure was repeated until all VemP amino
acids were fully extended. No more than two rounds of truncation and restart were
required to fully extend the nascent chain.
Table 2.2: Enumeration of each set of simulation discussed in this work, providing
the number of independent replicas and the simulation time per replica
Description # Replicas Time per replica (ns)
SecM Equilibration 1 1000
SecM 50 pN/ns pull 30 78
SecM 5 pN/ns pull 30 600
SecM 0.5 pN/ns pull 5 6000
SecM Fixed Arg26 50 pN/ns pull 25 78
SecM Fixed Arg26 5 pN/ns pull 10 600
SecM Fixed Gly28 50 pN/ns pull 10 78
Mutant equilibration (per mutant) 1 250
Mutant 50 pN/ns pull (per mutant) 20 78
VemP Equilibration 1 500
VemP 35 pN/ns pull 30 200
Trajectory analysis
Assigning states based on force traces
To enable identification of states over the ensemble of trajectories, force traces are
compared after subtracting the linear rate of increase of force with time. Note
that this rate of increase is not equivalent to the force loading rate when the spring
constant of potential used to apply the pulling force is greater than the curvature of the
energy landscape around a state [41], as was found to be the case in our simulations.
To determine the observed rate of force increase, the beginning and end points of a
linear segment are identified by finding all the local minima and maxima in a given
trace. To avoid identifying spurious extrema caused by noise in the force trace, the
trace is smoothed with a moving average filter and any extrema within 50 frames of
another extremum are neglected, thus enforcing a minimum length for the identified
linear segments (see Fig. 2.1C for example results). The slope of these segments
can then be calculated, revealing a singly peaked distribution with fat tails (Fig.
2.3 A-C). The distribution of slopes from trajectories with different pulling rates are
comparable after dividing by the pulling velocities, i.e. calculating the force increase
per angstrom of trap movement. The median of the combined distributions is then
used as the slope to flatten each of the force traces, which are subsequently binned
and fit to a mixture distribution composed of the sum of Gaussians in order to define
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the five states (Fig. 2.3 D-F). The assumption that a single rate of force increase is
appropriate for all of the states is equivalent to assuming that the curvature of the
energy landscape in each state is similar. Each frame is assigned to one of the five
states, based on which of the five Gaussians has the highest probability density at
the force associated with that frame.
Conformational analysis
After each frame has been assigned to a state based on the force trace, the confor-
mational changes between states are characterized in terms of the dihedral angles.
Specifically, for a given state 8 and amino acid 0, the dihedral distance is defined by
A8,0 ≡
√
(k8,0 − k8−1,0)2 + (q8,0 − q8−1,0)2. Averages of a dihedral angle are taken
over all frames belonging to a given state and are calculated as circular quantities,
i.e. angles are converted to Cartesian coordinates, averaged, and then converted
back to an angle.
Calculation of tension and work
To calculate the tension on the nascent chain, the forces induced by extension or
contraction of the backbone covalent bonds are recorded. In particular, for each
amino acid in the protein backbone, the bond distances between the amide nitrogen
to alpha carbon, between the alpha carbon to carbonyl carbon, and between the
carbonyl carbon and the subsequent amino acid’s amide nitrogen are recorded.
These distances were then converted into forces based on the AMBER99SB-ILDN
forcefield parameters [54]. The forces from these three bonds are then averaged into
a single quantity for each amino acid. This calculation is performed over all all the
frames in each state, as well as the equilibration trajectory in which no pulling force
was applied. Tension on each amino acid is compared relative to the tension during
equilibration and reported in Fig. 2.5C and Fig. 2.10.
The work to reach a state is calculated as the integral of the applied force from the
start of a trajectory until all the dihedral conformational changes characteristic of the
given state are observed. Specifically, state 2 is reachedwhen Ser151 is straightened,
state 3 is reached when Ser157, Gln158, and Ala159 are all straightened, and state 4
when Arg163 is straightened. A dihedral angle is straightened when the ψ dihedral
angle is within 30 degrees of straight (180◦) and remains so for 10 frames.
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C h a p t e r 3
COTRANSLATIONAL FOLDING STIMULATES
PROGRAMMED RIBOSOMAL FRAMESHIFTING IN THE
ALPHAVIRUS STRUCTURAL POLYPROTEIN
Adapted from:
Haley R. Harrington, Matthew H. Zimmer, Laura M. Chamness, Veronica Nash,
Wesley D. Penn, Thomas F. Miller III, Suchetana Mukhopadhyay, Jonathan P.
Schlebach, Thomas F. Miller, Suchetana Mukhopadhyay, and Jonathan P. Schle-
bach. Cotranslational folding stimulates programmed ribosomal frameshifting in
the alphavirus structural polyprotein. Journal of Biological Chemistry, 295(20):
6798–6808, 2020. doi: 10.1074/jbc.RA120.012706.
Viruses maximize their genetic coding capacity through a variety of biochemical
mechanisms, including programmed ribosomal frameshifting (PRF), which facili-
tates the production of multiple proteins from a single mRNA transcript. PRF is
typically stimulated by structural elements within the mRNA that generate mechan-
ical tension between the transcript and ribosome. However, in this work, we show
that the forces generated by the cotranslational folding of the nascent polypeptide
chain can also enhance PRF. Using an array of biochemical, cellular, and computa-
tional techniques, we first demonstrate that the Sindbis virus structural polyprotein
forms two competing topological isomers during its biosynthesis at the ribosome-
translocon complex. We then show that the formation of one of these topological
isomers is linked to PRF. Coarse-grained molecular dynamics simulations reveal
that the translocon-mediated membrane integration of a transmembrane domain
upstream from the ribosomal slip site generates a force on the nascent polypeptide
chain that scales with observed frameshifting. Together, our results indicate that
cotranslational folding of this viral protein generates a tension that stimulates PRF.
To our knowledge, this constitutes the first example in which the conformational
state of the nascent polypeptide chain has been linked to PRF. These findings raise
the possibility that, in addition to RNA-mediated translational recoding, a variety
of cotranslational folding or binding events may also stimulate PRF.
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3.1 Introduction
Viruses have evolved numerousmechanisms to exploit the hostmachinery to increase
the coding capacity of their highly constrained genomes. There are at least 27 viral
genera that utilize programmed ribosomal frameshifting (PRF) 4 to producemultiple
proteins from a single transcript. PRF is genetically encoded andminimally requires
a portion of the transcript that contains a repetitive “slippery” heptanucleotide
sequence (slip site) followed by a region that forms stimulatory RNA secondary
structures (an ensemble of stem loops and/or pseudoknots) [56, 57]. A collision
between the translating ribosome and the stimulatory secondary structure increases
the kinetic barrier to translocation, which causes the ribosome to dwell on the slip
site [58–62]. During this pause, the t-RNA that is annealed within the ribosomal
P-site (and most often also the t-RNA in the A-site) [63] begins to sample alternative
base-pairing interactions that shift the reading frame of the ribosome [64]. Based
on these mechanistic considerations, PRF is typically believed to be mediated at
the level of RNA structure. Nevertheless, recent reports have also found that the
efficiency of PRF can be tuned by a variety of regulatory proteins and/or miRNA
[65–67]).
PRF is utilized to temporally and stoichiometrically regulate protein production
during viral replication and assembly. For instance, the alphavirus structural proteins
are most often produced from a single polyprotein that is cleaved into the capsid
(CP), E3, E2, 6K, and E1 proteins (Fig. 3.1A) [68]. The E2 and E1 proteins are
membrane glycoproteins that heterodimerize early in the assembly pathway. These
dimeric units then form trimeric spike complexes, traffic to the plasma membrane,
and initiate viral budding [69–71]. A programmed ribosomal frameshift into the
-1 reading frame (-1PRF) occurs with 10–15% efficiency during the translation
of the 6K protein and gives rise to a secondary form of the polyprotein. This
frameshifted polyprotein contains the TransFrame (TF) protein [68, 72], a known
virulence factor [73–76], in place of the 6K and E1 proteins (Fig. 3.1B). Because
-1PRF precludes the translation of E1, the efficiency of ribosomal frameshifting
(1–48% in alphaviruses) [77] influences the stoichiometric ratio of the E1 and
E2 glycoproteins and the net accumulation of spike complexes. Current evidence
suggests that -1PRF is stimulated by a canonical poly-U slip site and a downstream
RNA hairpin [78]. However, an effort to map the stimulatory RNA structures
within alphavirus polyproteins revealed that deletions within the predicted hairpin
region are capable of reducing the efficiency of -1PRF but appear to be insufficient
to knock out frameshifting completely [77]. This observation suggests that there
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may be multiple regulatory mechanisms that mediate -1PRF within the alphavirus
structural polyprotein.
Figure 3.1: Structure and topological properties of the alphavirus polyprotein. A)
a cartoon depicts the relative size and orientation of proteins within the major form
of the alphavirus structural polyprotein. B) a cartoon depicts the relative size and
orientation of proteins within the frameshifted form of the alphavirus structural
polyprotein. C) a portion of the SINV structural polyprotein spanning the E2, 6K,
and E1 proteins was scanned with the∆G predictor using a 23-residue window (33).
The predicted free energy difference associated with the cotranslational membrane
integration of every possible 23-residue segment within the major form (black) and
frameshifted form (orange) of the structural polyprotein is plotted as a function
of the position of its central residue. The position of each predicted TM domain
is indicated in blue. D) a cartoon depicts the manner in which the topological
preferences of the guest TM domain (blue) influence the glycosylation state of the
chimeric Lep protein. The glycosylation machinery is on the interior of the vesicle
(the microsomal lumen). Membrane integration of the guest domain results in the
production of a singly glycosylated product (bottom). The misintegration of the
guest domain results in the production of a doubly glycosylated product (top). E)
chimeric Lep constructs bearing putative TM domains from the SINV structural
polyprotein were produced by in vitro translation in the presence of canine rough
microsomes and analyzed by SDS-PAGE. A representative gel reveals the relative
abundance of singly (G1) and doubly (G2) glycosylated translation products for
each construct. Control reactions containing no RNA (no protein) and no rough
microsomes (untargeted protein) are shown for the sake of comparison. These trends
were consistently observed across five independent replicates.
-1PRF occurs during synthesis and processing of the nascent alphavirus structural
polyprotein at the endoplasmic reticulum (ER) membrane. Following autoprote-
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olytic cleavage of CP in the cytosol, a signal peptide at the N terminus of the E3
protein directs the nascent polyprotein to the ER lumen, where processing of the
downstream proteins occurs. Localization of these segments within the lumen is es-
sential to ensure that the E3, E2, and E1 ectodomains form their native disulfides and
undergo glycosylation [70, 71, 79]. Post-translational modifications are also critical
for TF, which must be palmitoylated to reach the plasma membrane and incorporate
into the viral envelope [80]. The palmitoylated cysteines in TF are positioned near
the edge of a putative transmembrane (TM) domain that is found in both TF and
6K [80, 81]. Although these residues are present in both proteins, they are only
palmitoylated in the context of the frameshifted polyprotein [80]. Considering that
palmitoylation only occurs on the cytosolic face of cellular membranes [82], the dis-
tinct modification state of the two forms of the polyprotein is therefore suggestive of
an underlying difference in their topologies. In this study, we set out to gain insight
into the interplay between -1PRF and the topology of the structural polyprotein. We
first mapped the topology of the Sindbis virus (SINV) structural polyprotein. Our
results demonstrate that the structural polyprotein forms two topological isomers.
The predominant topology features two TM domains upstream of the -1PRF site,
and its formation coincides with production of the 6K protein. Alternatively, the
minor topology contains an additional TM domain upstream from the -1PRF site
that is linked to the production of TF. Using protein engineering in conjunction with
coarse-grained molecular dynamics (CGMD) simulations, we demonstrate that the
efficiency of -1PRF depends upon the force generated by the translocon-mediated
membrane integration of the extra TM domain within the minor topomer. Together,
our observations highlight novel connections between the cotranslational folding,
biosynthesis, and processing of the alphavirus structural polyprotein. Moreover, our
findings reveal a novel mechanism that regulates the overall efficiency of -1PRF.
3.2 Results and discussion
Topological properties of the alphavirus structural polyprotein
The current model of the alphavirus structural polyprotein suggests that the E2 and
6K proteins each contain two TM domains [68, 83]. However, there are two caveats
to this model. First, cryo-EM structures reveal that the E2 protein only contains a
single TM domain in the context of the viral envelope [84, 85]. Although it has
been speculated that a second TM domain within E2 is somehow extruded from
the membrane during processing, the marginal hydrophobicity of this segment also
raises the possibility that it may fail to undergo translocon-mediated membrane
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integration in the first place. Second, the hydrophobic portion of the SINV 6K
protein is only 35 residues in length, which is quite short for a segment containing
two putative TM domains and a loop. These ambiguous topological signals suggest
that this portion of the polyprotein is frustrated and could potentially form multiple
topological isomers [86], as has been suggested for the coronavirus E protein [87].
To survey the topological preferences of the E2-6K region, we scanned its sequence
using a knowledge-based algorithm that predicts the energetics associated with the
transfer of polypeptide segments from the translocon to the ER membrane (∆G
predictor) [88]. Energetic predictions suggest that only the regions corresponding
to the first hydrophobic segments within the E2 (TM1) and 6K (TM3) proteins are
sufficiently hydrophobic to undergo robust membrane integration (∆G < 0; Fig.
3.1C). In contrast, the translocon-mediated membrane integration of the second
hydrophobic segment within E2 (TM2) is predicted to be inefficient (Fig. 3.1C). To
test these predictions, we measured the translocon-mediated membrane integration
of each putative TM domain using a glycosylation-based translocation assay [89].
Briefly, the sequences of each individual putative TM domain were cloned into a
chimeric leader peptidase (Lep) reporter protein [89]. Membrane integration of
the putative TM segment (blue helix in Fig. 3.1D) results in the modification of
only a single glycosylation site in Lep, whereas the passage of the segment into the
lumen results in the modification of two glycosylation sites (Fig. 3.1D). Chimeric
Lep proteins were produced by in vitro translation in the presence of canine rough
microsomes, which contain native ER membranes and translocons. Consistent with
predictions, Lep proteins containing TM1 and 3 acquire a single glycosyl modi-
fication, which suggests that these segments undergo robust translocon-mediated
membrane integration (Fig. 3.1E). In contrast, the translocon-mediated membrane
integration of the second putative TM domain of E2 (TM2) is significantly less
efficient (Fig. 3.1E). These observations suggest that the E2 and 6K proteins are
each likely to contain a single TM domain (TM1 and 3; Fig. 3.2A). It should also
be noted that -1PRF only modifies the sequence of the loops downstream from
these TM domains (Fig. 3.1C, orange line) and is therefore unlikely to impact their
topological preferences.
Based on the computational and biochemical results in Fig. 3.1, we generated
a topological model of the SINV structural polyprotein (Fig. 3.2A). This model
correctly places the E2 and E1 ectodomains within the ER lumen and places the
two palmitoylated cysteine residues in E2 (Cys716 and Cys718) within the cytosol
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[90, 91]. To probe the topological preferences of the SINV polyprotein in the cell,
we produced and characterized a series of reporter constructs that begin with the E3
protein and end at the C-terminal edge of each of the three putative TM domains
within E2 and 6K (Fig. 3.2A). Each of these fragments was genetically fused to a C-
terminal cassette containing a short GS linker and glycosylatable GFP (gGFP) gene,
which contains two glycosylation sites within the core of the enhanced GFP (eGFP)
protein [92]. Topological signals that direct the gGFP protein into the cytosol will
produce a fluorescent gGFP, whereas the glycosylation of gGFPwithin the ER lumen
renders the protein nonfluorescent (Fig. 3.2B). Each construct was then expressed in
HEK293T cells, and flow cytometry was used to quantify the fluorescence intensity
of the gGFP reporter at a consistent expression level, as judged by the intensity of a
bicistronic reporter protein. Expression of the reporter constructs containing gGFP
downstream from TM1 and 2 (see Fig. 3.2A) generates fluorescent gGFP (Fig.
3.2C), which suggests that the C termini of these TM domains reside within the
cytosol. In contrast, the reporter construct with gGFP downstream from TM3 (after
Arg785) exhibits an attenuated GFP signal at an equivalent expression level (Fig.
3.2C), which suggests that the gGFP fused to the C terminus of TM3 is projected
into the ER lumen. Placement of the gGFP after the full stretch of hydrophobic
amino acids in the 6K protein (after Tyr807; see Fig. 3.2A) also results in an
attenuated gGFP signal (TM3+ in Fig. 3.2C), which confirms that the full stretch of
hydrophobic residues near TM3 only spans the membrane once. Thus, results from
this cellular reporter assay (Fig. 3.2C) are consistent with predictions (Fig. 3.1C),
in vitro translation data (Fig. 3.1E), and the model shown in Fig. 3.2A. These
observations together confirm that the E1 and 6K proteins each contain a single TM
domain in the most abundant form of the polyprotein.
Link between topology and -1 PRF
The topological properties of the structural polyprotein described above have im-
plications for the manner in which it is processed at the ER membrane. Our model
suggests the cluster of unmodified cysteines in the 6K protein (Cys786, Cys787,
Cys789, and Cys790) reside at a C-terminal portion of TM3 that is projected into
the ER lumen (Fig. 3.3A) and is therefore inaccessible to palmitoylating enzymes.
However, these same residues are palmitoylated in the TF protein [80], which
suggests that the orientation of TM3 must become inverted upon frameshifting to
expose them to the cytosolic leaflet. Such an inversion could potentially occur as
a consequence of the membrane integration of TM2 (Fig. 3.3B), which exhibits a
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weak propensity to undergo translocon-mediated membrane integration (Fig. 3.1E).
Furthermore, the efficiency associated with the translocon-mediated membrane in-
tegration of TM2 (≈20%; Fig. 3.1E) is comparable with the frequency of -1PRF in
the SINV polyprotein (≈16%) [77]. Taken together, these observations potentially
suggest a connection between the formation of a secondary topomer and -1PRF.
Based on these observations, we hypothesize that the translocon-mediated mem-
brane integration of TM2 is mechanistically linked to -1PRF and the translation of
the TF protein. Our model suggests mutations that alter the translocon-mediated
membrane integration of TM2 should have a direct impact on -1PRF (Fig. 3.3). To
test this hypothesis, we assessed whether mutations that alter the hydrophobicity of
TM2 also influence -1PRF.We designed two double mutants that alter the hydropho-
bicity of TM2 by introducing hydrophobic residues at native polar residues, and vice
versa. Both energetic predictions and in vitro translation measurements suggest the
introduction of two nonnative leucine residues into TM2 (T738L/S739L, LLmutant)
enhances the translocon-mediated membrane integration of TM2 (predicted ∆∆G
= -1.7 kcal/mol). In contrast, the introduction of two glutamate residues into TM2
(V735E/I736E, EE mutant) is predicted to increase its transfer free energy by 3.3
kcal/mol, which should significantly reduce its membrane integration efficiency.
To determine whether the cotranslational membrane integration of TM2 impacts
translational recoding, we measured the effects of these substitutions on ribosomal
frameshifting. PRF is most commonly measured using Dual-Luciferase reporters,
which fuse luciferase domains to the 5’ (Renilla luciferase, 0-frame) and 3’ (firefly
luciferase, -1 frame) of the gene of interest. We generated a series of reporter
constructs in which translation begins at the native E3 signal peptide and continues
until the ribosome reaches a fluorescent mKate fusion domain that is encoded in
the -1 reading frame downstream from the PRF site. To control for variations
in transfection efficiency at the single-cell level, we included a downstream IRES
cassette that drives the bicistronic expression of GFP from the reporter transcript.
Reporter constructs encoding TM2 variants of the polyprotein were expressed in
HEK293T cells, and cellular mKate intensities were quantitatively compared across
cells within a discrete range of IRES-GFP intensities by flow cytometry. The average
mKate intensity among cells expressing a reporter construct bearing mutations that
knock out the native ribosomal slip site (UUUUUUA→ GUUCCUA, SSKO) is 79
± 5% (n = 3, mean intensity change ± S.D.) lower than that among cells expressing
theWT form of the reporter (Fig. 4A), which confirms that mKate intensities reflect
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the efficiency of -1PRF. The EE substitutions in TM2 decrease mKate intensity by
61± 16% relative toWT (n = 3; Fig. 3.4A). In contrast, the LL substitutions increase
the mKate intensity by 30 ± 11% (n = 3; Fig. 3.4A). Differences in the distributions
of cellular intensities were found to be both reproducible and statistically significant
(n = 3, Mann–Whitney U test, α = 0.001). It should be emphasized that each of
these reporters contains both the native slip site and stem loop regions and that these
mutations do not alter their sequences. Thus, these findings demonstrate that -1PRF
is sensitive to mutations that impact the membrane integration efficiency of TM2.
Together, biochemical evidence suggests that TM2 is inefficiently recognized by the
translocon (Fig. 3.1E), and cellular topology reporters suggest that this segment is
most often localizedwithin the cytosol (Fig. 3.2). Nevertheless, mutagenesis reveals
that the propensity of the nascent chain to form a secondary topomer is positively
correlated with -1PRF. These results are therefore suggestive of a mechanistic link
between topogenesis and -1PRF.
Impact of nascent chain forces on ribosomal frameshifting
The apparent link between cotranslational folding and ribosomal frameshifting has
implications for the mechanism of -1PRF in the SINV structural polyprotein. The
portion of the transcript containing the EE and LLmutations is over 100 nucleotides
upstream from the ribosomal slip site and should therefore not perturb the stimu-
latory RNA structures that are currently believed to modulate -1PRF [57, 77, 78].
These mutations instead alter the portion of the nascent chain that falls just out-
side of the ribosomal exit tunnel during -1PRF, which suggests that the nascent
chain itself may stimulate frameshifting. Although it has yet to be implicated in
ribosomal frameshifting, the cotranslational membrane integration and/or folding
of the nascent chain is known to generate tension on the ribosome [2, 4, 93, 94].
Furthermore, the C-terminal residue of TM2 is positioned 45 residues upstream
of the slip site, which corresponds to a distance that should maximize the tension
on the nascent chain at the moment the slip site occupies the ribosomal active site
[4, 93]. Previous investigations have demonstrated that the force generated by the
membrane integration of the nascent chain is sharply dependent upon this spacing
[4, 93]. Therefore, to assess the potential role of this force in ribosomal frameshift-
ing, we generated a set of SINV -1PRF reporter constructs (used in Fig. 3.4A)
containing a series of insertions and deletions that alter the distance between TM2
and the ribosomal slip site. Reporter constructs were then expressed in HEK293T
cells, and -1PRF reporter intensities were quantitatively compared at a uniform
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expression level by flow cytometry. A comparison of reporter intensities reveals
that -1PRF is maximized at the WT distance of 45 residues (Fig. 3.4B). In all
cases, deletions and insertions that change the distance between TM2 and the slip
site result in large, statistically significant reductions in the relative intensity of the
-1PRF reporter (Fig. 3.4B, n = 3). Moreover, the insertion of a 10-residue G/S
linker decreases the intensity of the frameshift reporter by 76 ± 8% (n = 3), which
suggests that the membrane integration of TM2 is likely to be the primary driver of
-1PRF within the SINV structural polyprotein. Together, these findings suggest that
topological signals within the SINV structural polyprotein generate a mechanical
force that stimulates -1PRF.
To further explore the interplay between sequence, topology, and force, we car-
ried out CGMD simulations of the translation and translocon-mediated membrane
integration of the nascent structural polyprotein [13, 14]. In these simulations,
three-residue segments of the nascent chain are modeled as individual beads with
physicochemical properties based on their constituent amino acids. New beads are
translated at a rate of 5 amino acids/s and emerge from the ribosome-translocon com-
plex into an environment with an implicit representation of the bilayer and cytosol
[14]. These simulations were previously found to sufficiently recapitulate several
aspects of cotranslational membrane protein folding, including the formation of
topological isomers and the generation of tension on the nascent chain [14, 15, 95].
CGMD simulations of SINV polyprotein biosynthesis suggest that the nascent chain
samples several different topological isomers (Fig. 3.5A), and that its topological
heterogeneity persists after the polyprotein has cleared the translocon. TM2 under-
goes translocon-mediated membrane integration (Fig. 3.5A, right) in only 44 ± 4%
of the CGMD trajectories in which TM1 is correctly integrated into the membrane.
Consistent with expectations, CGMD simulations suggest that the membrane inte-
gration efficiency of TM2 is enhanced by the LL mutations (51 ± 4%) and reduced
by the EE mutations (11 ± 3%). This finding provides additional evidence that the
topological frustration within this domain (see Fig. 3.3) arises primarily from its
marginal hydrophobicity.
To evaluate the connection between pulling forces on the nascent chain and frameshift-
ing, wemeasured the tension on the nascent chain at the point of elongation when the
slip site occupies the ribosomal active site [15]. Pulling forces were highest for the
LL variant, which averaged 4.2 pN higher than theWT. In contrast, the EEmutations
reduce the pulling force on the nascent chain by an average of 2.1 pN relative to WT.
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These results are consistent with the hypothesis that differences in frameshifting
arise from the effects of these mutations on the pulling force on the nascent chain.
Simulations of polyprotein variants bearing insertions or deletions that alter the dis-
tance between TM2 and the ribosomal slip site indicate that the native distance (45
residues) is nearly optimal for the transmission of pulling force through the nascent
chain, which is consistent with the observed patterns in frameshifting (Fig. 3.4B).
Overall, we find that the -1PRF efficiency associated with each polyprotein variant
roughly scales with corresponding mean pulling force measurements from CGMD
simulations (Pearson’s R = 0.74, p = 0.036; Fig. 3.5B), which strongly suggests
that the pulling forces generated by the translocon-mediated membrane integration
of the nascent chain stimulate -1PRF.
An analysis of the spectrum of topological states sampled during translation reveals
that the magnitude of the pulling force transmitted to the ribosome scales with the
number of beads that occupy the translocon (Fig. 3.5C). This finding suggests
that pulling forces are generated by the movement of hydrophobic transmembrane
segments from the protein-conducting channel of the translocon to the hydropho-
bic membrane core, as has been established previously [4, 15, 93]. The apparent
variation in the conformation of TM2 at the translocon provides an explanation of
the observed differences in pulling forces. Simulations suggest that differences in
pulling forces arise from variations in the distribution of topological isomers that
form during translation of these variants (Fig. 3.5D). The LL mutant predominately
samples conformations where the majority of TM2 beads are in the translocon
(Fig. 3.5A, right), whereas the EE mutant almost exclusively adopts conforma-
tions in which the majority of TM2 beads fall outside of the translocon and within
the cytosol (Fig. 3.5A, left). As passage through the translocon is a prerequisite
for membrane integration, the relationship between pulling forces and residence
of the nascent chain within the translocon is consistent with our model for struc-
tural polyprotein biogenesis (Fig. 3.3) and confirms that the translocon-mediated
membrane integration of TM2 stimulates -1PRF.
Survey of frameshifting elements among alphavirus structural polyproteins
Our model suggests that the hydrophobicity of TM2 and its distance from the slip
site are the key determinants of the -1PRF efficiency within the SINV structural
polyprotein. To assess whether this mechanism is likely to be operative within
other alphaviruses, we surveyed six related structural polyproteins for similar se-
quence elements. Sequence scans carried out with the∆G predictor reveal that each
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form of the alphavirus structural polyprotein contains a marginally hydrophobic
TM domain upstream from the ribosomal slip site. Predicted transfer free energies
associated with the translocon-mediated membrane integration of these putative
TM domains range from +1.4 to +2.7 kcal/mol (Table 1), which suggests that the
translocon-mediated membrane integration of these segments is likely to be ineffi-
cient. Consistent with this notion, CGMD simulations of the translation of these
polyproteins indicate that the membrane integration efficiency of these segments
ranges from 33 to 64% (Table 1). Furthermore, these marginally hydrophobic TM
domains reside 44–52 residues upstream of their corresponding -1PRF sites (Table
1), which suggests that the tension generated by their translocon-mediated mem-
brane integration is likely to be propagated back to the slip site [4, 93]. Force
measurements derived from CGMD simulations of polyprotein synthesis suggest
that the tension in the nascent chain when the slip site occupies the ribosome is
comparable with or greater than the tension generated during translation of the
SINV variants characterized herein (Table 1). Taken together, these findings sug-
gest that this -1PRF mechanism is likely to be conserved across the alphavirus
genus. Additional investigations are needed to determine how nascent chain- and
RNA-mediated -1PRF mechanisms are balanced against one another and how this
mechanistic diversity ultimately influences viral evolution.
Table 3.1: Simulated integration forces and topologies of related alphavirus polypro-
teins. Integration refers the probability of TM2 integrating into the membrane ac-
cording to simulation. A.A. to slip refers to the number of amino acids between
TM2 and the slip site.
Strain ∆G of TM2 Integration A.A. to slip Mean force
(kcal/mol) (# residues) (pN, 95% CIs)
Sindbis 1.9 0.44 45 29.0 (28.8-29.1)
Eastern equine 2.4 0.51 45 31.1 (31.0-31.2)
Middleburg 1.6 0.33 52 34 (33.9-34.1)
Sleeping disease 2.7 0.33 44 25.6 (25.5-25.8)
Southern elephant seal 2.1 0.34 47 25.2 (25.0-25.3)
Semliki forest 2.1 0.64 49 33.2 (33.1-33.4)
Venezuelan equine 1.4 0.33 44 28.6 (28.5-28.7)
3.3 Conclusions
Using an array of biochemical, cellular, and computational methods, we show that
the nascent SINV structural polyprotein forms a spectrum of topological interme-
diates during biosynthesis and that -1PRF is primarily driven by the translocon-
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mediated membrane integration of a marginally hydrophobic TM domain within
the E2 protein. We also provide evidence to suggest that this mechanism is likely
to be conserved across the alphavirus genus. To date, the mechanistic basis of -
1PRF has been generally attributed to the kinetic effects of mechanochemical forces
that are generated by structural elements within the mRNA. Indeed, we do find
that PRF in the SINV structural polyprotein depends upon the RNA stem loop
downstream of the slip site. Nevertheless, it is clear that the forces generated by
the translocon-mediated membrane integration of TM2 dramatically enhance the
frameshifting efficiency. To our knowledge, the findings reported herein constitute
the first instance in which forces generated by conformational transitions in the
nascent polypeptide chain have been implicated in the efficiency of PRF. Although
additional investigations are needed to elucidate how pulling forces in the nascent
chain physically stimulate -1PRF, a causative role for tension in both the transcript
and nascent chain seems plausible, given that ribosomal frameshifting fundamen-
tally arises from the movement of the tRNA with respect to the mRNA. It seems
likely that cotranslational folding is one of many regulators, which include both host
and viral effectors, that tune the net efficiency of PRF. This creates the potential for
mechanistic diversity that could provide an evolutionary benefit for alphaviruses, as
-1PRF is rendered tunable by either downstream or upstream mutations that impact
the stability of the mRNA hairpin or the conformational ensemble of the nascent
chain, respectively. This flexibility could also potentially provide the virus with
a means of maintaining desired -1PRF levels in the presence of host factors that
globally regulate -1PRF through mRNA interactions[67].
It should be noted that the implications of these findings potentially extend beyond
the realm of viral proteins. A wide variety of molecular transitions have been
found to generate tension within the nascent chain, including the folding of sol-
uble domains near the ribosomal exit tunnel [2, 49] and the translocon-mediated
membrane integration of nascent TM domains [4, 93]. These observations sug-
gest that the tension in the nascent chain should fluctuate as the structural features
emerge from the ribosome (Fig. 3.6A), which may therefore provide the ribosome
with a readout for the progress of cotranslational folding. In the case of the SINV
structural polyprotein, the topological frustration within the nascent chain leads to
the production of two competing topomers that generate distinct pulling forces on
the ribosome in a manner that ultimately impacts the fidelity and processivity of
translation (Fig. 3.6, B and C). This translational feedback constitutes a new form
of mechanochemical allostery on the ribosome [49]. Additional investigations are
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needed to explore the potential relevance of this type of cotranslational feedback to
protein homeostasis. Indeed, interactions between the nascent chain and molecular
chaperones are known to ratchet polypeptides across the membrane [96, 97] and
may therefore contribute to pulling forces. This could potentially account for the
fact that the deletion of components of the ribosome-associated chaperone complex
has been found to attenuate -1PRF in yeast [98]. Future investigations are needed
to evaluate the full range of -1PRF effectors and how these are potentially exploited
for regulatory purposes.
Methodology
Computational predictions of topological energetics
The energetics associated with the translocon-mediated membrane integration of the
nascent structural polyprotein were carried out using the ∆G predictor[89]. These
predictions are generated using a window scan function that sums depth-dependent
free energies associated with the transfer of amino acids from the translocon to
the ER membrane[88]. Full sequence scans of varying window size were used to
compare the predicted transfer free energies associated with each segment within
the polyprotein to identify the segments that are most likely to undergo translocon-
mediated membrane integration.
Coarse-grained simulations of polyprotein translation
CGMD simulations are based on a previously developed and tested approach
[13, 14]. Briefly, simulations are carried out in the context of a coarsened rep-
resentation of the ribosome exit tunnel, Sec translocon, and nascent chain. The
nascent chain is composed of beads that each represent three amino acids, and new
beads are sequentially added to the nascent chain to explicitly simulate translation.
Translation occurs at a rate of 5 aa/s, which mimics the rate of translation by eu-
karyotic ribosomes. Each bead interacts with the translocon, ribosome, and other
beads in a manner that depends on the hydrophobicity and charge of its composite
amino acids. Interactions with the solvent and lipid bilayer are modeled implicitly.
The ribosome and Sec translocon are fixed in place, with the exception of the lateral
gate of the translocon, which stochastically switches between the open and closed
conformations in a manner dependent on the free energy difference between the two
configurations.
The geometries of the ribosome and translocon are based on cryo-EM structures[99].
Residue-specific interactions have been parameterized based on over 200 μs of sim-
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ulations with the MARTINI forcefield. Fitting is performed using a Bayesian uncer-
tainty quantification framework [100]. Integration is performed using overdamped
Langevin dynamics with a diffusion coefficient of 253 nm2/s and a time step of 300
ns. Despite the significant simplifications involved in this model, the CGMDmodel
has proven accurate in capturing the integration probabilities, topology distributions,
and forces experienced in previous studies [13–15].
To obtain the distribution of topologies for various polyprotein mutants, the trans-
lation and integration of each sequence was simulated 560 times. To reduce com-
putational cost, simulations only included the first three TMs of the alphavirus
polyprotein. To focus on the topological preferences of TM2, restraints were ap-
plied to enforce that TM1 adopts its native topological orientation. Pulling force
measurements were performed by pausing translation when the -1PRF site resides
within the ribosomal peptidyl transfer center. During this pause, the final bead was
fixed in place, and the force on the bead exerted by the nascent chain was measured
along the translocon channel axis. Due to the truncation of the exit tunnel in our
model, the final bead corresponds to the amino acids 27 residues N-terminal of
the -1PRF site. Translation is paused for 3 s, which is equivalent to the time it
would take to translate five beads. This relatively short time window ensures that
the distribution of polyprotein topologies is not affected by the pause. During this
window, pulling forces were measured at a rate of 333 frames/s. To sample a wide
range of topologies and conformations, each mutant was independently simulated
560 times. This protocol is analogous to force measurements performed in previous
work, with the exception of a shortened pause duration [15].
Experimental methodology is available in the original publication on which this
chapter is based[34].
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Figure 3.2: Topological properties of the major form of the SINV structural polypro-
tein. A) a cartoon depicts a putative topologicalmodel of themost abundant topology
of the structural polyprotein that is consistent with computational and biochemical
data. The positions at which gGFP reporter domains were fused to determine
the cellular compartmentalization of the C-terminal portion of the segments corre-
sponding to TM1 (yellow), TM2 (blue), TM3 (pink), and the C-terminal edge of the
hydrophobic portion of 6K (TM3+, green) are indicated with arrows. B) a cartoon
depicts the manner in which the cellular compartmentalization of the gGFP reporter
domain alters its fluorescence. Topological signals that direct the gGFP domain
into the cytosol will generate a fluorescent gGFP (left), whereas topological signals
that direct the gGFP domain into the lumen (right) generate a glycosylated, nonflu-
orescent fusion domain. C) reporter constructs were analyzed by flow cytometry.
A histogram from a representative trial depicts the gGFP intensities associated with
3,000 transfected cells.
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Figure 3.3: Putativemodel for the interplay between translocon-mediatedmembrane
integration and ribosomal frameshifting. A cartoon depicts the putative manner in
which cotranslational folding of the nascent structural polyprotein is linked to -
1PRF. A) a cartoon depicts the topological properties of the major form of the
nascent structural polyprotein. TM2 is too polar to robustly partition into the
membrane during translation (left). As a result, the E2 protein only contains a
single TM domain in the context of the major form of the structural polyprotein
(right). Cysteine residues that are conditionally palmitoylated in the frameshifted
form of the polyprotein are shown in blue. B) a cartoon depicts the topological
properties of the frameshifted form of the nascent structural polyprotein. TM2 is
hydrophobic enough to occasionally partition into the membrane during translation
(left), which imposes a tension on the ribosome that stimulates -1PRF.As a result, the
E2 protein contains two TM domains in the context of the frameshifted form of the
structural polyprotein (right). Cysteine residues that are conditionally palmitoylated
in the frameshifted form of the polyprotein are shown in blue.
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Figure 3.4: Influence of sequence modifications on -1 programmed ribosomal
frameshifting. A fragment of the SINV polyprotein containing mKate fused in
the -1 reading frame was used to compare the effects of sequence modifications
on -1PRF levels. A) -1PRF reporter constructs containing the WT (green), the
EE double mutant (orange), and the LL double mutant (pink) TM2 sequence were
were analyzed by flow cytometry. A histogram depicts the mKate intensities as-
sociated with 3000 cells. The intensity distribution of cells expressing a reporter
construct containing the WT version of TM2 and a mutated slip site (UUUUUUA
→ GUUCCUA, SSKO, black) is also shown for reference. These trends were found
to be statistically distinct from those of WT at a significance level (α) of 0.001
according to a Mann–Whitney U test. B) -1PRF reporter constructs containing a
series of deletions and G/S linker insertions within the loop between TM2 and -3
that alter the number of residues between the slip site and TM2 were compared
by flow cytometry. The distribution of fluorescent mKate reporter intensities from
a representative experimental replicate is shown for cells expressing each reporter
construct. Analysis of intensity distributions using a Mann–Whitney U test suggests
that the distributions of each test construct are statistically distinct from that of the
WT reporter (45 residues) at a significance level (α) of 0.001 (*).
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Figure 3.5: Coarse-grained molecular dynamics simulations of polyprotein biosyn-
thesis. CGMD simulations were carried out to simulate biosynthesis of a series of
SINV structural polyprotein variants, and the pulling force on the nascent chain was
calculated at the point in which the ribosome occupies the slip site. A) representa-
tive snapshots from CGMD simulations are shown during translation at the slip site,
which is the point during elongation at which pulling forces on the nascent chain are
measured. The ribosomal exit tunnel is shown in brown. The translocon is shown
in gray, and its lateral gate is highlighted in green. The nascent chain is shown in
blue, except for the portions that correspond to TM1 and 2, which are highlighted
in orange and red, respectively. B) -1PRF fluorescence reporter (mKate) intensity
values for cells expressing a series of modified polyprotein variants were normal-
ized relative toWT and plotted against the corresponding mean force measurements
calculated from 560 CGMD trajectories. The identity of each variant along with
a linear fit of the data (dashes) are shown for reference (Pearson’s R = 0.74, p =
0.036). C) pulling force measurements are compared among topological isomers
for the WT (green), LL (pink), and EE (orange) polyprotein variants in which the
number of TM2 residues (or beads) located within the translocon was found to vary.
Values reflect the mean force, and error bars represent a 95% confidence interval.
D) a histogram depicts the number of TM2 residues (or beads) within the translo-
con among the conformational trajectories sampled during biosynthesis of the WT
(green), LL (pink), and EE (orange) variants of the SINV polyprotein.
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Figure 3.6: Interplay between topology, pulling force, and programmed ribosomal
frameshifting. Cartoons depict the manner in which the translocon-mediated mem-
brane integration of the nascent chain generates a fluctuation in pulling force that
triggers PRF during synthesis of the SINV structural polyprotein. A) the pulling
force generated by the translocon-mediated membrane integration of each TM do-
main generates a pulling force on the nascent chain that is maximized during the con-
jugation of the amino acid that lies ≈45 residues upstream of the C-terminal residue
of the TM domain. B) the translocon-mediated membrane integration of TM2 is
marginally efficient, which results in the formation of two topologies during transla-
tion of the SINV polyprotein. TM2 most often fails to undergo translocon-mediated
membrane integration, which results in the formation of a topology featuring only
two TM domains (TM1 and 3) in the form of the polyprotein containing the 6K
protein. However, the translocon-mediated membrane integration of TM2 generates
an alternative topology in the frameshifted form of the polyprotein containing the
TF protein. C) a hypothetical plot of the fluctuations in the nascent chain pulling
force during the translation of the two forms of the SINV structural polyprotein is
shown. The translocon-mediated membrane integration of TM2 generates an extra
pulling force on the nascent chain while the slip site occupies the ribosomal P-site,
which stimulates -1PRF.
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C h a p t e r 4
COORDINATION OF -1 PROGRAMMED RIBOSOMAL
FRAMESHIFTING BY TRANSCRIPT AND NASCENT CHAIN
FEATURES REVEALED BY DEEP MUTATIONAL SCANNING
Adapted from:
Patrick J Carmody, Matthew H. Zimmer, Charles P Kuntz, Haley R Harring-
ton, Kate E Duckworth, Wesley D Penn, Suchetana Mukhopadhyay, Thomas F
Miller III, and Jonathan P Schlebach. Coordination of -1 Programmed Riboso-
mal Frameshifting by Transcript and Nascent Chain Features Revealed by Deep
Mutational Scanning. bioRxiv, 2021. doi: 10.1101/2021.03.11.435011.
Programmed ribosomal frameshifting (PRF) is a translational recoding mechanism
that enables the synthesis of multiple polypeptides from a single transcript. In the
alphavirus structural polyprotein, -1PRF is coordinated by a “slippery” sequence in
the transcript, an RNA stem-loop, and a conformational transition in the nascent
polypeptide chain. To characterize each of these effectors, we measured the effects
of 4,530 mutations on -1PRF by deep mutational scanning. While most mutations
within the slip-site and stem-loop disrupt -1PRF, mutagenic effects upstream of
the slip-site are far more variable. Molecular dynamics simulations of polyprotein
biogenesis suggest many of these mutations alter stimulatory forces on the nascent
chain through their effects on translocon-mediated cotranslational folding. Finally,
we provide evidence that the coupling between cotranslational folding and -1PRF
depends on the translation kinetics upstream of the slip-site. These findings demon-
strate how -1PRF is coordinated by features within both the transcript and nascent
chain.
4.1 Introduction
Programmed ribosomal frameshifting (PRF) is a translational recoding mechanism
that occurs in all kingdoms of life. Though a handful of prokaryotic and eukaryotic
PRF motifs have been identified, most of the well-characterized motifs are found
within viral genomes [101]. Viruses utilize ribosomal frameshifting to increase
their genomic coding capacity and to regulate the stoichiometric ratios of viral
protein synthesis. Some rely on these motifs to coordinate genomic replication,
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while others utilize PRF to regulate the production of the structural proteins that
mediate assembly [102]). In some cases, the frameshift products are themselves
virulence factors that antagonize the host interferon response[73–76]. For these
reasons, the efficiency of PRF, which is globally regulated by both host and viral
proteins [66, 67], is often critical for infection and immunity.
The most common type of PRF involves a -1 shift in reading frame (-1PRF) and
minimally requires a “slippery” heptanucleotide site in the transcript that typically
takes the form X1 XXY4 YYZ7, where X represents three identical nucleotides,
Y is an A or U, and Z can be an A, C, or U [103]. This structure reduces the
thermodynamic penalty associated with non-native codon-anticodon interactions
in the -1 reading frame [64], which increases the intrinsic efficiency of ribosomal
frameshifting by several orders of magnitude [104, 105]. Most -1PRF motifs also
feature an mRNA stem-loop or pseudoknot that forms 6-8 bases downstream of the
slip-site [106, 107]. This structure imposes a mechanical resistance to translocation
that stalls the ribosome on the slip-site and provides time for the anticodon loops of
the A- and/ or P-site tRNA to sample alternative base pairing interactions [59–62]).
Frameshifting is also enhanced by the depletion of the t-RNA pool that decodes the
YYZ7 codon (“hungry” frameshifting), which provides the opportunity for the P-site
tRNA to move out of frame [63]. In addition to mRNA and tRNA effectors, our
group also recently found that -1PRF is enhanced by mechanical forces generated
by the cotranslational folding of the nascent polypeptide chain [34]. This finding
has since been echoed by recent evidence suggesting that the cotranslational folding
of nsp10 alters -1PRF during translation of SARS-CoV-2 genome [108]. Thus,
emerging observations suggest the efficiency of ribosomal frameshifting can be
modified by a wide variety of factors ranging from the rate of translation to the
structural properties of the transcript and nascent chain. Nevertheless, a unified
understanding of how the features of the mRNA, tRNAs, and nascent polypeptide
chain cooperate to tune the efficiency of PRF is needed [109].
In this work, we utilize deep mutational scanning (DMS) to identify additional
sequence constraints associated with -1PRF in the Sindbis virus (SINV) structural
polyprotein. We report the effects of 4,530 mutations on the relative efficiency of
-1PRF in the context an extended genetic reporter containing the native features that
coordinate the biosynthesis and cotranslational folding of the nascent polyprotein
at the endoplasmic reticulum (ER) membrane (Fig. 4.1A). Incorporating these el-
ements into our reporter facilitated the identification of -1PRF modulators within
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both the transcript and nascent chain. As expected, mutational patterns within the
slip-site and the region immediately downstream of the slip-site are consistent with
the formation of a previously characterized RNA stem-loop [77, 110]. However,
we also find that -1PRF is sensitive to numerous mutations within the ≈160 base
region preceding the slip-site, which encode a pair of transmembrane (TM) do-
mains that occupy the ribosomal exit tunnel and translocon during frameshifting.
In conjunction with a suite of atomistic and coarse-grained molecular dynamics
(CGMD) simulations [111], we provide evidence that many mutations within this
region attenuate -1PRF through their effects on a folding intermediate that forms
during translocon-mediated membrane integration of the nascent polyprotein. We
also find that -1PRF appears to be sensitive to changes in the translation kinetics
within the region immediately preceding the slip-site, which influences the pulling
forces generated by the cotranslational folding of the nascent chain. Together, these
findings provide a detailed description of the sequence constraints of -1PRF within
the alphavirus structural polyprotein.
4.2 Results
High-throughput evaluation of programmed array of -1 PRF reporters
To probe the sequence constraints of -1PRF, we employed DMS to map the effects
of mutations on ribosomal frameshifting within the SINV structural polyprotein.
Mutagenic effects were assessed in the context of a reporter that selectively generates
a fluorescent protein (mKate) as a result of -1PRF during translation and processing
of the SINV structural polyprotein (Fig. 1A). The design of this reporter is similar,
in principle, to those described in a recent high-throughput investigation of PRF
[109], except that we included a much larger fragment of the transcript (1.7 kb,
557 amino acids) and opted to track expression using an IRES-eGFP cassette rather
than an N-terminal fusion domain. This design preserves the integrity of the native
signal peptide in the E3 protein (Fig. 4.1A), which is critical for the targeting and
maturation of the nascent polyprotein at the ER membrane. To survey the effects
of mutations on the reporter signal, we first generated a one-pot genetic library
by randomizing each 0-frame codon within a region beginning at the N-terminal
codon of the first TM domain (TM1) of the E2 protein (I696) and ending 23 codons
downstream of the slip-site (P817, Fig. 4.1A). We then used this genetic library
(7,614 total variants) to generate recombinant stable HEK293T cell lines in which
each cell expresses a single variant from a unique Tet-inducible promoter within
the genome, as previously described [112]. Importantly, the specificity of this
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Figure 4.1: Library of ribosomal frameshifting reporter variants. A) A cartoon
depicts the structure of a reporter that generates a fluorescent protein (mKate) as
a result of -1PRF in the SINV structural polyprotein (top). A library of reporter
variants was generated by randomizing every 0-frame codon within a region ranging
from residues 696 to 817 (bottom). B) A histogram depicts the range of single-
cell mKate:GFP intensity ratios among recombinant stable cells expressing the WT
reporter (black) or the library of reporter variants (red).
recombination reaction ensures individual variants are expressed at similar levels
within each cell. Nevertheless, we normalized mKate levels according to the IRES-
eGFP intensity to account for small variations in expression, as has been previously
described [113].
On average, stable cells expressing individual single-codon variants have an mKate:
eGFP intensity ratio that is comparable to that of cells expressing the WT reporter
(Fig. 4.1B). However, a sub-set of these cells express variants that generate intensity
ratios outside the WT intensity range (Fig. 4.1B). This suggests that, while most
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mutations have minimal impact, the library contains many that modify the efficiency
of -1PRF. To analyze the effects of individual mutations, we fractionated these cells
according to their mKate:eGFP intensity ratios using fluorescence activated cell
sorting (FACS), quantified the variants within each fraction by deep sequencing,
then used these data to estimate the intensity ratio for each individual variant as de-
scribed previously [114]. Intensity ratios were generally consistent across biological
replicates when normalized according to the WT value (Pearson’s R = 0.79-0.83).
Figure 4.2: Impact of slip-site and stem-loop mutations on ribosomal frameshift-
ing. A) A heatmap depicts the effects of every single nucleotide substitution
(Y-coordinate) at each position (X-coordinate) within or near the slip-site on the
mKate:eGFP ratio as determined by DMS. Ratios were normalized relative to that
of WT, and black squares are shown in place of the native nucleobase at each po-
sition. The relative position of the slip-site (yellow) and stem 1 (blue) are shown
for reference. B) A box plot depicts the distribution of relative mKate:eGFP values
associated with variants bearing one, two, or three mutations at certain positions
within the slip-site. C) Connecting lines depicting predicted base pairing interac-
tions within stem 1 (blue), potential stem 2 (orange), and potential stem 3 (green)
are shown in the context of the nucleotide sequence downstream from the slip-site
[77]. Each nucleotide is colored according to the average relative mKate:eGFP
value across the three mutations at each position.
Sequence constraints within the heptanucleotide slip-site
Slippery nucleotide sequences enable favorable codon-anticodon base pairing in
the -1 reading frame, and the efficiency of -1PRF is therefore highly sensitive to
mutations that disrupt the slip-site [115]. As expected, we find that every single-
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nucleotide variant (SNV) within the heptanucleotide slip-site (U1 UUU4 UUA7)
measurably decreases -1PRF (Fig. 4.2A, yellow). Furthermore, an analysis of
128 single, double, and triple mutants within the slip-site reveals that frameshifting
decreases with an increasing mutational load within the UUU4 (P-site) or UUA7
(A-site) codons (Fig. 4.2B). These mutations presumably decrease the efficiency
of -1PRF by increasing the free energy difference between the codon-anticodon
base pairing in the 0 and -1 reading frames. However, we also find frameshifting
to be sensitive to mutations within the adjacent codon upstream of the slip-site
(Fig. 4.2A). This observation potentially suggests the observed PRF signal may
arise from some combination of -1 and -4 frameshifting transitions, as has been
observed for other PRF motifs [116]. It is also possible that the observed -1PRF
signal arises from a mix of canonical frameshifting (two-tRNA) and “hungry”
frameshifting (one-tRNA), where the P-site tRNA frameshifts prior to the decoding
of the UUA7 codon. The overall efficiency of both the HIV and Semliki forest virus
-1PRF motifs is maximized when the relative abundance of the tRNA that decodes
the UUA7 codon is depleted [63]. Similarly, we find that -1PRF is decreased by
all three A7 mutations in the SINV slip-site (Fig. 4.2A), which should attenuate
hungry frameshifting given that these codons are decoded by tRNA that are more
abundant in these cells . Together, these observations highlight the essential role of
the slip-site, yet suggest the observed -1PRF signal may arise from a spectrum of
frameshifting transitions.
Sequence constraints within the stimulatory RNA stem-loop
Efficient ribosomal frameshifting requires a stimulatory RNA secondary structure
that impedes translocation and increases the dwell time of the ribosome on the
slip-site. Stimulatory structures within the sub-genomic RNA of a number of
alphaviruses have been previously characterized [77, 78, 110]. Secondary structure
predictions for SINV suggest the region adjacent to the slip-site is capable of forming
a pseudoknot consisting of one primary stem-loop (stem 1), a secondary stem-loop
within the spacer region (potential stem 2), and a short stem that basepairs within
the loop of stem 1 (potential stem 3). However, experimental evidence suggests
frameshifting is primarily driven by stem 1 [77]. Consistent with these findings, our
map of mutational effects shows that PRF is highly sensitive to mutations within
a region beginning 8 bases downstream of the slip-site (Fig. 4.2A). Moreover, the
bases that pair within stem 1 are more sensitive to the effects of single nucleotide
variations relative to those within potential stems 2 and 3 (Fig. 4.2C). Interestingly,
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Figure 4.3: Impact of nascent chain mutations on ribosomal frameshifting. A
heatmap depicts the effects of every amino acid substitution (Y-coordinate) at each
position (X-coordinate) within the nascent polypeptide chain on the mKate:eGFP
ratio as determined by DMS. Substitutions are arranged from most hydrophobic
(top) to most polar (bottom). Ratios were normalized relative to that of WT, and
black squares indicate mutations that lack coverage. The positions of each TM
domain (blue) and the slip-site (yellow) as well as the domain boundaries for the
E2 (green) and 6K (orange) proteins are shown for reference. The amino acid that
corresponds to the first codon of the slip site (containing U1) is indicated in yellow.
The residues that are likely to reside within the exit tunnel or outside of the ribosome
during ribosomal frameshifting are indicated with dashed lines.
stem 1 contains a single mismatch (Fig. 4.2C), and PRF is enhanced by the only
SNV that creates a G-C base pair at this position (A2414G, Fig. 4.2A). We also find
that frameshifting is enhanced by two SNVs that extend the base of the stem-loop by
an additional base pair (C2391A, U2419G, Fig. 4.2A). Together, these observations
confirm that stem 1 is critical for PRF efficiency. While more stable equilibrium
structure(s) could potentially form, our functional analysis suggests stem 1 is the
dominant structure within the ensemble that stimulates -1PRF between rounds of
ribosome-mediated unwinding [57].
Sequence constraints within the nascent polypeptide chain
We recently found that the mechanical force generated by the translocon-mediated
membrane integration of the nascent chain enhances -1PRF in the SINV structural
polyprotein [34]. Our DMS results reveal that ribosomal frameshifting is sensitive
to a variety of mutations that alter the amino acid sequence within the portion of the
nascent chain that has been translated at the point of frameshifting, including muta-
tions to residues within the exit tunnel, between the exit tunnel and translocon, and
within the second transmembrane domain of E2 (TM2, Fig. 4.3). Consistent with
previous findings [34], our results show that the introduction of polar or charged
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Figure 4.4: Impact of TM2 mutations on -1PRF, membrane integration energetics,
and pulling forces. The standard deviation of the relative mKate:eGFP intensity
ratio measurements for all 19 amino acid substitutions at each residue are plotted in
relation to the corresponding standard deviation of (A) the predicted change in the
transfer free energy associated with the translocon-mediated membrane integration
of TM2 as determined by the ∆G predictor [88] and B) the relative pulling force
generated by its translocon-mediated membrane integration as was determined by
CGMD simulations.
side chains at certain positions within TM2 reduces -1PRF while mutations that
enhance the hydrophobicity of TM2 generally increase -1PRF (Fig. 4.3). However,
the effects of mutations on -1PRF appear to deviate from their predicted effects on
the energetics of translocon-mediated membrane integration. Mutations to residues
near the center of TM2 are predicted elicit the largest changes in the energetics
of translocon-mediated membrane integration (Fig. 4.4A, red), which reflects the
depth-dependence of amino acid transfer free energies [88, 117]. In contrast, varia-
tions in mKate:eGFP intensity ratios are most pronounced among mutations within
the C-terminal residues of TM2 (Fig. 4.4A, black). This discrepancy suggests that,
in addition to the hydrophobicity of TM2 and its corresponding transfer free energy,
stimulatory pulling forces may hinge upon structural and/or dynamic constraints
associated with its translocon-mediated membrane integration.
To explore the effects of these mutations on the nascent chain, we performed CGMD
simulations of polyprotein translation that include coarse-grained representations of
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the ribosomal exit tunnel and the Sec translocon in an implicit lipid bilayer [118].
The nascent polypeptide is treated as a polymer of beads (3 AA/bead) that emerge
from the ribosome exit tunnel at the physiological rate of translation (5 AA/s). The
hydrophobicity and charge of each bead is derived from its three constituent amino
acids. To quantify stimulatory pulling forces, we paused translation for three seconds
once the ribosome reaches the slip-site andmeasured the force on the nascent chain as
it explores the environment in, on, and around the translocon as has been previously
described [15]. Consistent with previous findings [34], simulations of the 437
missense variants bearing mutations within TM2 reveal that mutations that attenuate
pulling forces on the nascent chain generally reduce frameshifting; pulling forces
are correlated with experimentally derived relative mKate:eGFP intensity ratios
(Pearson’s R = 0.48). Hydrophobic substitutions in TM2 increase the propensity of
TM2 to enter the translocon and partition into the membrane in these simulations,
which generates higher pulling forces and enhanced frameshifting. Conversely,
polar mutations decrease translocon occupancy, membrane integration of TM2, and
pulling forces. Importantly, both pulling forces from CGMD and the observed
mKate:eGFP intensity ratios are most sensitive to mutations within the C-terminal
residues of TM2 (Fig. 4.4B). This agreement suggests stimulatory forces originate
from conformational transitions that are mediated by dynamic interactions between
TM2, the translocon, and the lipid bilayer.
To evaluate the structural context of mutations that influence -1PRF, we constructed
an atomistic model of TM2 nested within the translocon. An initial model was
generated by mapping the polyprotein sequence onto a cryo-EM structure of a
nascent chain intermediate that adopts an Nin topology comparable to that of TM2
in the context of the translocon [119]. After a 150 ns equilibration of the translocon-
nascent chain complexwithin an explicit lipid bilayer, TM2 adopts a tilted orientation
in which the N-terminal portion of TM2 projects into the lipids while its C-terminal
residues remain wedged within the lateral gate of the translocon (Fig. 4.5A). The
N-terminal residues that interact with the bilayer are generally more dynamic than
the C-terminal residues that interact with the translocon (Fig. 4.5B). TM2 achieves a
similar topological orientation and exhibits similar dynamic fluctuations regardless
of how the amino acid sequence is initially mapped onto the structural template
of the nascent chain. While the magnitude of the dynamic fluctuations observed
on the time scales of the atomistic simulations is modest relative to coarse-grained
simulations, the conformational dynamics observed within bothmodels indicate that
fluctuations within the C-terminal residues of TM2 are suppressed by interactions
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Figure 4.5: Structural context and conformational dynamics of nascent TM2. A)
The average relative mKate:eGFP values associated with mutations that introduce
charged side chains at each position within TM2 are mapped on to an atomistic
model of nascent TM2 at the approximate point of frameshifting. Residues are
rendered as spheres and colored based on the relative mKate:eGFP ratio for charged
substitutions as was determined by DMS. The image of the nascent chain structure
is superimposed on top of the structure of the translocon and lipid bilayer for
clarity. B) The root mean square fluctuation (RMSF) of each Cα during a 150 ns
all-atom molecular dynamics simulation are mapped on to an atomistic model of
nascent TM2 at the approximate point of frameshifting. Residues are rendered as
spheres and colored according to RMSF. The image of the nascent chain structure is
superimposed on top of the structure of the translocon and lipid bilayer for clarity. C)
RF values from atomistic (Cα, black) and coarse-grained (bead indexed to sequence,
red) molecular dynamics simulations are plotted for each position within TM2.
with the translocon (Fig. 4.5C), which is the final portion of the helix to partition
into the bilayer. Mutations that enhance the polarity of these residues generally
decrease -1PRF (Fig. 4.5A), presumably by strengthening interactions with the
translocon and/ or disfavoring the transfer of these residues into the bilayer. Taken
together, these observations suggest mutations in TM2 influence pulling forces, and
by extension -1PRF, by modifying interactions that form during the translocon-
mediated membrane integration of TM2.
Impact of translation kinetics on pulling forces and -1PRF
Ribosomal frameshifting is also highly sensitive to mutations within the region of
the transcript encoding the residues between TM2 and the peptidyl transfer center
(Fig. 4.3). Most of these mutations alter the portion of the nascent chain that resides
within the ribosomal exit tunnel during -1PRF. With respect to the amino acid
sequence, these mutagenic trends suggest native -1PRF levels are only maintained
by mutations that preserve the hydrophobicity of this segment (Fig. 4.3). This may
suggest this segment is capable of forming structural contacts within the exit tunnel
(see Discussion). Nevertheless, it should also be noted that the translation of this
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Figure 4.6: Impact of codon modifications on ribosomal frameshifting. A heatmap
depicts the effects of every codon substitution (Y-coordinate) at each position (X-
coordinate) within the nascent polypeptide chain on the mKate: eGFP ratio as de-
termined by DMS. Substitutions are arranged with respect to the relative abundance
of tRNA that can decode each codon in HEK293 cells. Ratios were normalized
relative to that of WT, and black squares indicate mutations that lack sufficient cov-
erage. The positions of TM3 (blue), the other 6K residues (orange), and the slip-site
(yellow) are shown for reference. The residues that are likely to reside within the
exit tunnel or outside of the ribosome during ribosomal frameshifting are indicated
with dashed lines.
segment occurs as TM2 begins to emerge from the exit tunnel and interact with
the translocon and/ or membrane. Modifications that alter the translation kinetics
within this region could therefore also impact the membrane integration of TM2
and pulling forces on the nascent chain [111]. To evaluate the potential role of
translational kinetics, we calculated mKate:eGFP intensity ratios associated with
each individual codon substitution, then sorted the values for each codon according
to the relative abundance of their decoding tRNAs in HEK293 cells. A heat map of
intensity ratios reveals that -1PRF is generally attenuated by mutations within the
21 codons upstream of the slip-site that increase the relative abundance of decoding
t-RNA (Fig. 4.6). Codons that are decoded by low-abundance tRNAs are generally
tolerated within this region (Fig. 4.6), which suggests that efficient -1PRF hinges
upon the slow translation of these codons.
The attenuation of frameshifting by mutations that increase the relative abundance
of decoding tRNAs suggests the membrane integration of TM2 may be less efficient
when translation is accelerated, as has been observed in other systems [111]. To
assess how translational kinetics impact the membrane integration of TM2, we
carried out a series of CGMD simulations of polyprotein biosynthesis in which the
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rate of translation was varied from 1 to 15 amino acids per second. An analysis of
these trajectories reveals that the rate of translation has minimal impact on the final
topology of TM2. Nevertheless, -1PRF is likely to be more closely associated with
the magnitude of the pulling forces on the nascent chain rather than the equilibrium
structure of TM2. To evaluate whether pulling forces are sensitive to translation
kinetics, we varied the rate of translation within CGMD simulations and measured
the pulling force on the nascent chain while the ribosome occupies the slip-site.
One hundred independent trajectories were carried out at distinct translation rates
ranging from 1 to 15 amino acids per second, and pulling forces were averaged
over 0.8 s once the ribosome reaches the slip-site. A plot of the mean force against
translation rate reveals that the pulling force trends upward as translation slows.
These results provide secondary evidence suggesting the mechanical forces that
stimulate -1PRF are likely attenuated at higher translation rates within this region.
In conjunction the observed mutagenic trends (Fig. 4.6), our findings suggest
that efficient frameshifting may be more efficient when translation of the region
preceding the slip-site is slow.
Figure 4.7: Impact of translation kinetics on nascent chain pulling forces. Coarse-
grained molecular dynamics simulations of the translocon-mediated cotranslational
folding of the SINV structural polyprotein were carried out varying the translation
rate. Pulling forces on the nascent chain were recorded over 0.8 s while the ribosome
occupies the slip-site. The mean force on the nascent chain across 100 independent
trajectories is plotted against the corresponding translation rate. Error bars reflect
the standard error of the mean.
Another possible explanation for the observed trends in Fig. 4.6 is that the un-
derlying cause of the decrease in frameshifting is the hydrophobicity of the TM3
amino acids and not their translation rate. Since hydrophobicity and cognate t-RNA
abundance are inversely correlated with a Spearman correlation coefficient of -0.66,
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we would expect to see the observed trend in cognate t-RNA abundance even if
TM3 hydrophobicity was solely responsible for the high frameshifting rates. Dis-
entangling the cause of the altered frameshifting rates requires statistical techniques
beyond measuring correlations.
One approach is to look at the correlations in subgroups in which hydrophobicity
is held constant. The redundancy of the genetic code makes this possible, since we
can measure the correlation between tRNA abundance and PRF data within a group
of synonymous codons. With this approach, the overall correlation between tRNA
abundance and hydrophobicity is irrelevant because all the codons we are comparing
encode the same amino acid with the same hydrophobicity. The disadvantage is that
we are forced to measure correlations within small pools of data, since there are only
a couple synonymous codons per amino acid. To mitigate this, we pool data either
by measuring correlations within a given amino acids synonymous codons over all
of TM3 (Fig. 4.8A), or by calculating the correlations per amino acid using only
a single position then averaging the correlations over all amino acids (Fig. 4.8B).
Both techniques suggest minimal correlation between tRNA abundance and PRF
data once hydrophobicity is controlled for.
Figure 4.8: A) Correlation between tRNA abundance and DMS data within a group
of synonymous codons coding for a given amino acid (identified on the x-axis). The
inverse of the tRNA abundance is used, such that a positive correlation indicates
more frameshifting with less abundance. B) Calculating the correlation between
PRF and various predictors per position in the polyprotein. For the synonymous
codons, the correlations are calculated per amino acid, then averaged. Again, the
inverse of the tRNA abundance is used, such that a positive correlation indicates
more frameshifting with less abundance.
An alternative method to disentangle two correlated variables is to run amultivariate
regression which includes both variables as predictors. The multivariate model will
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take advantage of the unique information from each predictor. The resulting partial
R2 quantifies how much of the variance in the PRF data is explained as a result of
adding an additional predictor. The statistics for hydrophobicity and tRNA abun-
dance are summarized in Table 4.1. The low partial R2 of tRNA abundance implies
that the abundance does not usefully predict frameshifting after the contribution
from hydrophobicity has been accounted for. Contrariwise, the partial R2 of 0.2
for hydrophobicity indicates that using hydrophobicity to predict frameshifting is
still useful even after the contributions from tRNA abundance have been taken out.
Other measures of significance, such as the t-stat per predictor in the multivariate
regression, agree that hydrophobicity is more influential.
Table 4.1: The R2 column displays the fraction of explained variance for separate
linear regressions predicting PRF data using hydrophobicity and abundance either
jointly or separately. Partial R2 displays the coefficient of partial determination for
the two predictors. The t-stat provided is that of the coefficient of the predictor in
the joint linear regression. Higher t-stats indicate higher significance.
Predictors R2 Partial R2 t-stat
Joint 0.34 NA NA
Hydrophobicity 0.33 0.20 16.6
tRNA Abundance 0.18 0.01 2.5
While this multivariate linear regression approach is able to incorporate all the DMS
data simultaneously, unlike the stratified approach above, it too has limitations.
Notably, it assumes a linear relationship between the predictors and frameshifting
and that the errors in each prediction have identical Gaussian distributions. Although
these assumptions are not strictly fulfilled, the agreement between the stratified
and regression approaches implies that hydrophobicity, not tRNA abundance or
translation rate, is the dominant factor in controlling PRF.
4.3 Discussion
The interactions between the transcript and translation machinery that stimulate
-1PRF have been studied in considerable detail [63, 101]. However, our recent
investigations of the alphavirus structural polyprotein revealed that -1PRF is also
sensitive to conformational transitions in the nascent chain [34]. The net efficiency
of -1PRF in this system is therefore modulated by the interplay between structural
features within both the transcript and nascent chain. To map these effectors, we
measured the effects of 4,530 mutations on the efficiency of -1PRF in the context
of a reporter containing a large fragment of the SINV structural polyprotein. This
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reporter retains all the native features that direct the targeting, processing, and
cotranslational folding of the nascent chain (including the signal peptide and post-
translational modification sites) as well as the features in the transcript that stimulate
-1PRF (slip-site and stem-loop). Retaining these features allowed us to identify
and map effectors in a manner that cannot be achieved using a conventional dual-
luciferase reporter system bearing an N-terminal fusion domain). Our observed
trends validate numerous expectations about the stimulatory RNA elements. For
instance, all 128 single, double, and triple mutants that alter the heptanucleotide slip-
site reduce -1PRF to some extent (Fig. 4.2 A,B). Additionally, the mutagenic trends
downstream from the slip-site are entirely consistent with previous characterizations
of the stimulatory stem-loop (Fig. 4.2C) [77]. Interestingly, the latter measurements
also show that -1PRF can be enhanced by mutations that strengthen or extend this
stem-loop (Fig. 4.2A). The fact that the stability of this stem-loop has not evolved
to maximize -1PRF provides a clear example of how SINV has evolved to maintain
a specific frameshifting efficiency.
We recently showed that ribosomal frameshifting in the SINV structural polyprotein
is sensitive to mutations that perturb the translocon-mediated membrane integration
of TM2 [34]. Considering the marginal hydrophobicity of this segment, we initially
expected mutagenic trends within this region to reveal a simple relationship be-
tween the topological energetics of TM2 and the efficiency of -1PRF. However, the
observed mutagenic trends cannot be explained by hydrophobicity alone. Instead,
our DMS and molecular dynamics data suggest that stimulatory pulling forces are
specifically generated by the transfer of the C-terminal portion of TM2 from the
translocon to membrane. At this final stage of translocation, these residues interact
with the lumenal edge of the lateral gate, which pulls the loop between TMs 2
and 3 into the protein conducting channel of the translocon (Fig. 4.5). This loop
is wedged between TM2 and the translocon at the point of frameshifting, and the
observed mutagenic patterns within this region do not simply track with hydropho-
bicity or codon usage (Fig. 4.3,4.5). This observation suggests this segment may
form specific interactions that influence membrane integration. Nevertheless, it is
unclear whether mutations within this loop alter -1PRF by reducing the force on the
nascent chain or by delaying the transmission of the force to the peptidyl transfer
center until after the ribosome passes the slip-site. Additional investigations are
needed to explore the network of interactions between the nascent chain, translocon,
and lipid bilayer that mediate this type of mechanochemical feedback [50]).
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The ribosomal exit tunnel generally suppresses protein structure formation until the
nascent chain clears the ribosome [120, 121]. We were therefore surprised to find
that -1PRF is highly sensitive to mutations within the region encoding the portion
of the nascent chain that occupies the exit tunnel during frameshifting (Fig. 4.3).
Nevertheless, a recent investigation of the sequence constraints in other PRF motifs
found that frameshifting is often enhanced by rare codons upstream of the slip-
site [109]. An analysis of the effects of codon-level substitutions suggests changes
in -1PRF may be related to the effects of mutations on the relative abundance of
decoding tRNAs (Fig. 4.6), and CGMD simulations suggest stimulatory forces are
sensitive to the rate of translation (Fig. 4.7). These observations strongly suggest
translation kinetics are critical for the coupling between cotranslational folding
and -1PRF. However, it remains unclear how much these substitutions actually
impact the physiological rate of translation. Furthermore, the estimated impact of
translation kinetics on pulling forces appears to be relatively modest in relation to
the magnitude of their effects of -1PRF. Given these caveats, it may be that these
mutations impact -1PRF in more than one way. For instance, the native codon
bias in this region may also control the frequency of ribosomal collisions, which
were recently found to stimulate -1PRF [122]. Modifications to the structure of
the nascent chain could also potentially be relevant to -1PRF. This region encodes
TM3, and it was recently found that hydrophobic helices exhibit a tendency to form
helical structure within the exit tunnel [123]. Furthermore, native -1PRF levels are
only maintained when mutations introduce other hydrophobic side chains within
this segment (Fig. 4.3). Thus, the formation of helical structure within the exit
tunnel could potentially also contribute to this mechanochemical coupling. Taken
together, it seems the mechanistic basis of the mutagenic effects within this region
are undoubtedly complex, and additional investigations are needed to tease apart
each of these potential variables.
Together, our results reveal that the net efficiency of -1PRF in the alphavirus
structural polyprotein arises from the coupling between multiple structural effec-
tors. While this motif features the canonical slip-site and stem loop architecture
found in most -1PRF sites, its efficiency is rendered tunable by mutations that alter
mechanochemical transitions within the nascent chain and/ or the translation kinetics
upstream of the slip-site. Our DMS data demonstrate that this degeneracy effectively
expands the pool of genetic variations that are capable of adjusting the efficiency of
-1PRF; an important consideration for viral evolution. Though this investigation fo-
cuses on a mechanochemical transition within the ribosome-translocon complex, it
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seems likely that many other classes of conformational transitions within the nascent
chain may also be capable of stimulating -1PRF. Further investigations are needed
to evaluate whether similar mechanisms are operative within other transcripts.
4.4 Methodology
Computational Predictions of Topological Energetics
The effects of mutations on the free energy associated with the transfer of TM2 from
the translocon to the ER membrane were estimated using the ∆G predictor [88]
using a series of individual predictions for TM2 variants assuming a WT sequence
of LTPYALAPNAVIPTSLALLCCVR.
Coarse-grained simulations of polyprotein translation
Coarse-grained simulations use a previously developed and validated methodology
[14, 15, 34]. Simulations are based on coarsened representations of the ribosome
exit tunnel, Sec translocon, and nascent chain. The nascent chain is represented
as a polymer of beads, each of which represents three amino acids. Each bead
has a hydrophobicity and charge derived from its three constituent amino acids.
The solvent and lipid bilayer are modeled implicitly. The lateral gate of the Sec
translocon stochastically switches between open and closed conformations with
probability dependent on the free energy difference between the two conformations.
The structure of the ribosome and Sec translocon are based on cryo-EM structures
[124], and aside from the opening/closing of the lateral gate, are fixed in place
during simulation.
Model parameterization is unchanged from previously published work [14, 34].
Beads are added to the nascent chain at a rate of 5 amino acids per second unless
otherwise specified. Integration is carried out using overdampedLangevin dynamics
with a timestep of 300 ns and a diffusion coefficient of 253 nm2/s. Translation starts
33 amino acids before the N-terminus of TM1 of the E2 protein (P663).
To measure pulling forces, translation is halted when the ribosome occupies the
slip site. The dynamics of the nascent chain are then allowed to evolve for three
seconds, during which time the forces exerted on the N-terminal bead are measured
every 3 ms. Because the exit tunnel is truncated in the CGMD model, we add 27
amino acids to the index of the final bead to account for the unmodeled nascent
chain in the omitted part of the exit tunnel. All single mutants from positions 725
to 754 are simulated. Each mutant was simulated in 100 independent runs in order
to ensure the estimate for the mean pulling force has low statistical error. Data
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from trajectories in which TM1 does not adopt the correct Nout topology were not
included in the analysis.
The ratios of topomeric isomers were obtained independently from the force-
measuring simulations. To observe the final topology of TM2 in the membrane,
the polyprotein was translated from amino acid P663 to I837 without pausing. Re-
straints were placed on TM1 to ensure it adopts the correct topology. No restraints
were placed on TM2. Upon translation of the final bead, the nascent chain was
released from the ribosome and simulation continued. After 3 seconds, the topol-
ogy of the protein was recorded. Simulations were repeated 100 times to obtain the
probability of TM2 integrating per mutant.
Atomistic simulations of polyprotein TM2 in the translocon
An atomistic model was built of polyprotein TM2 in the Sec translocon using the
cryo-EMstructurewith PDBcode of 6ITC as an initial template [119]. This structure
captures a polypeptide entering a lipid bilayer through the lateral gate of SecY. The
translocating peptide sequence in the structure was replaced with the polyprotein
sequence using MODELLER [125], aligning the TM2 helix in polyprotein with the
helical pro-OmpA signal sequence that is exposed to the lipid bilayer in the cryo-
EM structure. Specifically, residue M1 of the peptide was replaced with residue
E723 of the polyprotein. Two alternative structures were generated by shifting the
mapping of TM2 amino acids two amino acids forwards. Specifically, residue M1
of the peptide was replaced with either residues L725 or P727. Unresolved amino
acids in the translocating peptide were modeled in, also using MODELLER. The
antibodies and GFP present in the cryo-EM structure were removed. The resulting
structure was then solvated with TIP3P water and POPC lipids, filling a simulation
box that extended 10 Å beyond the protein complex. The structure was energetically
locally minimized, and then the alpha carbons in SecA more than 15 Å from the
translocating peptide were fixed in place with 1 kcal/mol/Å2 harmonic restraints.
Molecular dynamics simulations were then run for 150 ns with a 1.5 fs timestep at
300K and 1 atm using Desmond [55]. Root mean square fluctuations of the amino
acid alpha carbons were calculated using the final 100 ns of the trajectory.
Experimental methodology is available in the original publication on which this
chapter is based[126].
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C h a p t e r 5
RESIDUE-BY-RESIDUE ANALYSIS OF COTRANSLATIONAL
MEMBRANE PROTEIN INTEGRATION IN VIVO
Adapted from:
Felix Nicolaus, Ane Metola, Daphne Mermans, Amanda Liljenström, Ajda Krč,
Salmo Mohammed Abdullahi, Matthew H. Zimmer, Thomas F. Miller III, and
Gunnar von Heĳne. Residue-by-residue analysis of cotranslational membrane
protein integration in vivo. eLife, 10:1–16, 2021. ISSN 2050084X. doi: 10.7554/
eLife.64302.
We follow the cotranslational biosynthesis of three multispanning Escherichia coli
inner membrane proteins in vivo using high-resolution force profile analysis. The
force profiles show that the nascent chain is subjected to rapidly varying pulling
forces during translation and reveal unexpected complexities in the membrane in-
tegration process. We find that an N-terminal cytoplasmic domain can fold in the
ribosome exit tunnel before membrane integration starts, that charged residues and
membrane-interacting segments such as re-entrant loops and surface helices flank-
ing a transmembrane helix (TMH) can advance or delay membrane integration, and
that point mutations in an upstream TMH can affect the pulling forces generated by
downstream TMHs in a highly position-dependent manner, suggestive of residue-
specific interactions between TMHs during the integration process. Our results
support the sliding model of translocon-mediated membrane protein integration,
in which hydrophobic segments are continually exposed to the lipid bilayer during
their passage through the SecYEG translocon.
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5.1 Introduction
Most integral membrane proteins are cotranslationally integrated into their target
membrane with the help of translocons such as bacterial SecYEG and YidC, and
the eukaryotic Sec61 and EMC complexes [127, 128]. While the energetics of
translocon-mediated integration of a transmembrane α-helix (TMH) is reasonably
well understood [88], the actual integration process is not, other than in general
terms. We have shown that force profile analysis (FPA), a method in which a
translational arrest peptide (AP) engineered into a target protein serves as a sensor
to measure the force exerted on a nascent polypeptide chain during translation, can
be used to follow the cotranslational folding of soluble proteins and the membrane
integration of a model TMH [4, 8, 129]. Here, we have applied FPA and coarse-
grained molecular dynamics (CGMD) simulations to follow the cotranslational
membrane integration of three multispanning Escherichia coli inner membrane
proteins of increasing complexity (EmrE, GlpG, BtuC), providing the first residue-
by-residue data on membrane protein integration in vivo.
5.2 Results
Force profile analysis
FPA takes advantage of the ability of APs to bind in the upper parts of the ribosome
exit tunnel and thereby pause translation when their last codon is in the ribosomal
A-site [130]. The duration of an AP-induced pause is reduced in proportion to
pulling forces exerted on the nascent chain [2, 131], that is, APs can act as force
sensors and can be tuned by mutation to react to different force levels [33]. In an
FPA experiment, a series of constructs is made in which a force-generating sequence
element (e.g., a TMH) is placed an increasing number of residues away from an AP
(reflected in N, the number of residues from the start of the protein to the end of
the AP), which in turn is followed by a C-terminal tail (Fig. 5.1A). In constructs
where the TMH engages in an interaction that generates a strong enough pulling
force () on the nascent chain at the point when the ribosome reaches the last
codon of the AP, pausing will be prevented and mostly full-length protein will be
produced during a short pulse with [35S]-Met (Fig. 1B, middle). In contrast, in
constructs where little force is exerted on the AP, pausing will be efficient and more
of the arrested form of the protein will be produced (Fig. 5.1B, left and right).
The fraction full-length protein produced, 5! = !/(! + ), where ! and
 are the intensities of the bands representing the full-length (FL) and arrested (A)
species on an SDS-PAGE gel (Fig.5.1C), can therefore be used as a proxy for  in
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a given construct [15, 49, 131]. A plot of 5! versus # , a force profile (FP), thus
can provide a detailed picture of the cotranslational process in question, as reflected
in the variation in the force exerted on the nascent chain during translation. FPs
can be recorded with up to single-residue resolution by increasing # in steps of one
residue (corresponding to a lengthening of the nascent chain by ∼3 Å).
Figure 5.1: A) Basic construct. Arrested (A) and full-length (FL) products are
indicated. B)At construct length #1, TMH2 has not yet entered the SecYEG channel
and no pulling force  is generated. At #2, TMH2 is integrating into the membrane
and   0. At #3, TMH2 is already integrated and  ≈ 0. C) SDS-PAGE
gels showing A and FL products for [35S]-Met labeled and immunoprecipitated
EmrE(Cout) (# = 105), GlpG (# = 196), and BtuC (# = 314). Control constructs
 and ! have, respectively, a stop codon and an inactivatingAla codon replacing
the last Pro codon in the arrest peptide (AP). The band just below the A band in
the EmrE(Cout) (# = 105) lane most likely represents ribosomes stacked behind the
AP-stalled ribosomes [132] and is not included in the calculation of 5! .
EmrE: 4 TMHs, 110 residues
We chose EmrE as an example of a small, relatively simple 4-TMH protein. EmrE
is a dual-topology protein, that is, the monomers integrate into the inner membrane
in a 50–50 mixture of Nin-Cin and Nout-Cout topologies; two oppositely oriented
monomers then assemble into an antiparallel dimer [133, 134]. To avoid potential
complications caused by the dual topology, we used EmrE(Cout), a mutant ver-
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sion that adopts the Nout-Cout topology [134], and further used the relatively weak
SecM(Ec) AP [4] and included an human influenza hemagglutinin (HA) tag for
immunoprecipitation (Fig. 5.2A). A series of EmrE(Cout)-AP constructs was used
to obtain the FP shown in Fig. 5.2B (orange curve), at 2–5 residues resolution. Also
shown is an FP derived from a CGMD simulation (CGMD-FP, gray).
Figure 5.2: A) Construct design. EmrE(Cout) is shortened from the C-terminal end
of the LepB-derived linker (dotted), as indicated by the arrow. Cytoplasmic (red)
and periplasmic (blue) loops, and lengths of full-length EmrE(Cout), LepB-derived
linker, HA tag + arrest peptide (AP), and C-terminal tail, are indicated. Since
the 30-residue HA + AP segment is constant in all constructs, the force profile
(FP) reflects nascent chain interactions occurring mainly outside the ribosome exit
tunnel. B) FPs for EmrE(Cout) (orange), EmrE(Cout,E14L) (green), EmrE(Cout)
with SecM(Ec-sup1) AP (blue), EmrE(Cout, I37,I38→NN) (magenta triangles),
and coarse-grained molecular dynamics (CGMD-FP) calculated with a -100 mV
membrane potential (gray). C) Effects of mutations in E14 on 5! values for the
# values are indicated by arrows in B. p-values (two-sided t-test): *p < 0.05; **p
< 0.01; ***p < 0.001. D,E) Sequences corresponding to peaks I-IV aligned from
their Nstart D) and Nend E) values. The + sign indicates 45 residues from the peptidyl
transferase center (PTC). Hydrophobic transmembrane helix (TMH) segments are
shown in orange and transmembrane α-helices underlined (PDB: 3B5D). Error bars
in B and C indicate SEM values.
We have previously shown that a model TMH composed of Ala and Leu residues
generates a peak in an FP recorded with the SecM(Ec) AP that reaches half-maximal
amplitude (#start) when the N-terminal end of the TMH is ∼45 residues away from
the peptidyl transferase center (PTC) [4], and a recent real-time FRET study of
cotranslational membrane integration found that the N-terminal end of the first
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TMH in a protein reaches the vicinity of the SecYEG translocon when it is 40–50
residues away from the PTC [135]. For EmrE(Cout) TMH1, this would corre-
spond to constructs with # ≈ 50. However, the 5! values are hardly above
background in this region of the FP. Due to the functionally important E14 residue,
TMH1 is only marginally hydrophobic and does not become firmly embedded in
the membrane until the protein dimerizes [136]. To ascertain whether the lack of
a peak in the FP corresponding to the membrane integration of TMH1 is because
of its low hydrophobicity, we mutated E14 to L. Indeed, in the FP obtained for
EmrE(Cout,E14L) (Fig. 5.2B, green curve), a clear peak appears at the expected
chain length #start ≈ 50 residues. Mutation E14A yields an 5! value intermediate
between EmrE(Cout,E14L) and EmrE(Cout) at # = 55 (Fig. 5.2C), while 5! for the
mutants EmrE(Cout,Cout) and EmrE(Cout,E14Q) is the same as for EmrE(Cout).
Peak II has #start ≈ 76, corresponding to a situation where the N-terminal end of
TMH2 is∼45 residues from the PTC (Fig. 5.2D). The double mutation I37I38→NN
in TMH2 reduces 5! at # = 80 and 85 (magenta triangles), as expected. Unexpect-
edly, however, the E14L, E14A, and E14Q (but not the E14D) mutations in TMH1
increase 5! at N = 85 (Fig. 5.2C), showing that a negatively charged residue (D or
E) in position 14 in TMH1 specifically reduces the pulling force generated by TMH2
at # = 85, that is, when about one-half of TMH2 has integrated into the membrane.
Likewise, 5! values at # = 115 and 130 (but not at # = 105, included as a negative
control) are specifically affected by mutations in E14: at # = 115 (one-half of
TMH3 integrated), all four mutations in position 14 increase 5! relative to E14,
while at # = 130 (beginning of TMH4 integration) the E14A and E14L mutations
decrease 5! (Fig. 5.2C). FPA thus reveals long-range effects of mutations in E14
on three specific steps in the membrane integration of the downstream TMHs. This
implies that TMH1 remains in the vicinity of the translocon and that E14 makes
specific interactions with residues in the TMH2–TMH4 region during themembrane
integration process. Further studies will be required to pinpoint these interactions
and understand the role played by the slow dynamics of TMH1 integration [136].
Peak III has #start ≈ 102 residues, with the N-terminal end of TMH3 ∼45 residues
from the PTC (Fig. 5.2D). Peak IV is difficult to locate precisely in the FP because
5! values are high throughout the TMH3–TMH4 region, but is seen at #start ≈ 132
residues when the strong SecM(Ec-sup1) AP [22] is used (blue curve), again with
the N-terminal end of TMH4 ∼45 residues from the PTC (Fig. 5.2D). As shown in
Fig. 5.2E, the TMHs cease generating a pulling force when their C-terminal ends
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are ∼45 residues away from the PTC, indicating that they are fully integrated at this
point.
GlpG: 6 TMHs, 276 residues
We next studied GlpG, a medium-sized monomeric 6-TMH rhomboid protease with
an ∼60 residue cytoplasmic N-terminal domain (NTD) (Fig. 5.3A)[137, 138], a
protein that allows us to follow the cotranslational folding of a soluble domain and
integration of a membrane domain in the same experiment.
The FP is shown in Fig. 5.3B (orange curve). It was obtained at 5-residue resolu-
tion, except for the portion # = 168–224, which we measured with single-residue
resolution. Peak I, at #start ≈ 84 residues, is conspicuously close to what would be
expected for the folding of the NTD from previous studies of cotranslational folding
of small globular domains in the ribosome exit tunnel [129]. To verify that the peak
indeed represents folding of the NTD, we recorded an FP for the NTD by in vitro
transcription-translation in the PURE system[139] and further made a destabilizing
point mutation (F16E) in the core of the NTD (Fig. 5.3C). The FP obtained in vitro
(magenta) overlaps peak I in the in vivo FP, and the mutation strongly reduces 5!
values for peak I both in vivo (green) and in vitro (black). Given that the NTD has
a relative contact order of 15% and is predicted to fold on the ms time scale [140]
while the elongation cycle on the ribosome takes ∼100 ms/codon [141], the NTD
has ample time to equilibrate between the unfolded and accessible folded states at
each elongation step [142]. We conclude that the ∼60 residue NTD folds inside the
ribosome exit tunnel when its C-terminal end is 25–30 residues from the PTC, well
before synthesis of the membrane domain has commenced.
Peaks II–VII in the FP correspond reasonably well to the CGMD-FP (gray) pro-
files. The unexpectedly low #start value for peak III seems to be caused by an
upstream periplasmic surface helix (Fig. 5.3F) (see below). Likewise, peak VI-a
likely reflects the membrane integration of a hydrophobic, membrane-associated
cytoplasmic segment located just upstream of TMH5. In contrast, the unexpectedly
high #start value for peak IV indicates that integration of TMH3 commences only
when its N-terminal end is ∼52 residues away from the PTC, possibly because of
the tight spacing between TMH2 and TMH3.
As peak III saturates at 5! ≈ 0.9 over a rather wide range, we sought amore detailed
view by using the strong SecM(Ec-Sup1) AP (Yap and Bernstein, 2009) (Fig.
5.3B,D, blue) and the medium-strong SecM(Ec-Ms) AP (Fig. 5.3D, green)[21].
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The SecM(Ec-Sup1) FP allows a precise determination of #max = 200, at which
point the middle of TMH2 (L155) is located 45 residues from the PTC (Fig. 5.3F).
The SecM(Ec-Ms) FP reveals additional detail: peak III is now seen to be composed
of three subpeaks III-a, III-b, and III-c. III-a has #start = 182, coinciding with the N-
terminal end of the periplasmic surface helix reaching 45 resides away from the PTC.
For III-b, #start ≈ 190, with theN-terminal end of TMH2∼45 residues from the PTC.
The major subpeak III-c at # ≈ 197–204 finally corresponds well to the peak seen
in the SecM(Ec-Sup1) and the CGMD FPs, and therefore represents the membrane
insertion of the most hydrophobic part of TMH2. Taken together, subpeaks III-b and
III-c are reminiscent of the biphasic pulling force pattern previously recorded for
a model hydrophobic transmembrane segment using the medium-strong SecM(Ms)
AP [4], which is closely related to the SecM(Ec-Ms) AP used here.
We further recorded a SecM(Ec-Ms) FP (magenta) for the triple mutation Y138,
F139,L143 → NNN (Fig. 5.3E, sticks) that renders the periplasmic surface helix
less hydrophobic: themutation strongly reduces the amplitude of peak III-a, has only
a small effect on peak III-b, and both reduces the amplitude and shifts #start and #max
for peak III-c by approximately four residues (Fig. 5.3D,F). Thus, the periplasmic
surface helix engages in hydrophobic interactions already during its passage through
the translocon, presumably by sliding along a partly open lateral gate [33]. It also
adds to the force generated by the membrane integration of TMH2, possibly by
partitioning into the periplasmic leaflet of the inner membrane at approximately the
same time that TMH2 enters the translocon.
BtuC: 10 TMHs, 326 residues
Finally, we studied BtuC, a vitamin B12 transporter with 10 TMHs, as an example
of a large, multispanning protein with a complex fold [143]. In order to improve
expression, we added the N-terminal part of LepB to the BtuC constructs (Fig. 5.4A)
and used a LepB antiserum for immunoprecipitation. The Nout-Cin orientation of
LepB TMH1 ensures that the Nin-Cin topology of BtuC will be maintained.
We identified 11 peaks in the FP (Fig. 5.4B, orange), one more than could be
accounted for by the 10 TMHs. Since it was not possible to provide an unequiv-
ocal match between the BtuC FP and the CGMD-FP, we did two sets of controls.
First, we chose constructs at or near peaks in the FP and CGMD-FP and mutated
multiple hydrophobic residues (Leu, Ile, Val, Met) located 40–50 residues from the
PTC to less hydrophobic Ala residues. The mutations caused significant drops in
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fFL (p < 0.01, two-sided t-test), except for construct N = 191 that is mutated at
the extreme N-terminus of TMH5. The mutation data allowed us to identify the
membrane integration of TMHs 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 7, 8, 9, and 10 with peaks I, II, III, IV,
V, VIII, IX, X, and XI, respectively; the overlapping peaks VIII and IX appear to
represent the concerted integration of the closely spaced TMH7 and TMH8. How-
ever, peak II (corresponding to TMH2) is shifted to unexpectedly high, and peaks
V (corresponding to TMH5), X (corresponding to TMH9), and XI (corresponding
to TMH10) to unexpectedly low, #start values (Fig. 5.4C). To confirm these assign-
ments, we obtained FPs for the isolated TMH2 (dashed green), TMH8 (dashed light
blue), and TMH10 (dashed pink) sequences (Fig. 5.4B) by introducing them into
the periplasmic domain of LepB such that they maintained their natural Nout-Cin
orientation (Fig. 5.4D); the FPs for the individual TMHs overlap the corresponding
peaks II, IX, and XI in the full FP. Likewise, an FP obtained for a construct lacking
TMH1-TMH4 overlaps the full FP, except that peak V is shifted to a higher #start
value, more in line with the peak seen in the CGMD-FP. The low #start value for
the Nin-Cout-oriented TMH5 in full-length BtuC may result from an early interac-
tion between a positively charged patch (RFARRHLSTSR) just upstream of TMH5
and negatively charged lipid headgroups, while the low #start values for peaks X
and XI are likely caused by the short upstream hydrophobic segments LCGL and
LAAALEL (Fig. 5.4C,F), similar to peak III in GlpG.
Remarkably, the N-terminal end of the isolated TMH2 is ∼45 residues away from
the PTC at #start, suggesting that upstream sequence elements present in full-length
BtuC delay the integration of TMH2 by ∼10 residues (compare II* and II in Fig.
5.4C). Themost conspicuous feature in the upstream region of TMH2 is the presence
of three positively charged Arg residues, an uncommon occurrence in a periplasmic
loop (Heĳne, 1986). Indeed, when these residues are replaced by uncharged Gln
residues in LepB-BtuC, peak II (dashed black in Fig. 5.4B,E) becomes almost
identical to the FP for the isolated TMH2; a similar behavior is seen when the
CGMD-FP simulation is run without an electrical membrane potential (Fig. 5.4E).
Upstream positively charged residues thus delay the membrane integration of the
Nout-oriented TMH2, possibly because of the energetic cost of translocating them
against the membrane potential [8], or because they are temporarily retained in the
negatively charged exit tunnel[135].
Neither peak VI nor VII seems to represent the integration of TMH6, but instead
flanks the location expected from theCGMD-FP andHPand apparently corresponds,
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respectively, to the membrane insertion of a short periplasmic re-entrant helix and
of a short cytoplasmic surface helix (Fig. 5.4C,H). The FP for the isolated TMH6
(Fig. 5.4B,G, dashed dark blue) peaks in the location expected from the CGMD-FP,
between peaks VI and VII, and the FP for the isolated TMH5-6 part that includes
the re-entrant helix but lacks the downstream surface helix is intermediate between
the LepB-BtuC and the TMH6 FPs (Fig. 5.4G, dashed green). Thus, the membrane
interactions of the periplasmic re-entrant helix and the cytoplasmic surface helix
exert a strong effect on the membrane integration of the intervening TMH6.
5.3 Discussion
A detailed view of the cotranslational integration of three multispanning membrane
proteins provided here shows that translocating nascent chains experience a distinct
transition to a more hydrophobic environment at a distance of ∼45 residues from
the PTC, generating an oscillating force on the nascent chain that is ultimately
transmitted to the PTC and varies in step with the appearance of each TMH in the
vicinity of the SecYEG translocon channel. It seems likely that such oscillations
can have multiple effects on the translation of membrane proteins, as recently
demonstrated for ribosomal frameshifting [34], andmay affect protein quality control
[144].
Notably, TMHs also stop generating a force on the nascent chain when their C-
terminal end reaches ∼45 residues from the PTC, irrespective of whether their
orientation is Nout-Cin or Nin-Cout. This is in agreement with the ‘sliding’ model
of TMH integration [145], which posits that Nout-Cin TMHs have continuous lipid
contact as they slide across the membrane along the open lateral gate in the SecYEG
translocon, while Nin-Cout TMHs first partition into the cytoplasmic interface region
of the membrane as they exit the ribosome (and therefore generate less pulling force
than Nout-Cin TMHs [93] and only insert across the membrane as their polar C-
terminal flanking region translocates through the central translocon channel. In
both cases, the TMHs are embedded in the membrane (albeit in perpendicular
orientations) when their C-terminal end is ∼45 residues from the PTC. In the sliding
model, the translocon channel serves as a conduit for polar nascent chain segments
while hydrophobic segments are always in contact with surrounding lipid, similar to
what has been proposed for the YidC/Oxa1 translocon family [146]. The lateral gate
region in the SecYEG translocon thus in a certain sense mimics the water–bilayer
interface environment[147].
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We also find that the cytoplasmic NTD in GlpG folds already in the ribosome exit
tunnel, before the first TMH has been synthesized. Further, the FPs for EmrE,
GlpG, and BtuC to a first approximation match those predicted by CGMD cal-
culations, but uncover a much richer picture of the membrane integration process
where charged residues andmembrane-interacting segments such as re-entrant loops
and surface helices flanking a TMH show prominent interactions with the translo-
con and surrounding lipid. Finally, point mutations in EmrE TMH1 affect the
pulling force generated by downstream TMHs in a highly position-dependent man-
ner, suggestive of residue-specific interactions between TMHs during the membrane
integration process. Complementing in vitro unfolding/folding studies [148, 149],
real-time FRET analyses [135], chemical crosslinking [146], structure determina-
tion [150], and computational modeling [151], high-resolution in vivo FPA can
thus help identify the molecular interactions underlying cotranslational membrane
protein biogenesis with up to single-residue precision.
5.4 Methodology
Computer simulations of cotranslational membrane integration were carried out
using a previously developed and validated CGMDmodel in which nascent proteins
are mapped onto CG beads representing three amino acids [14, 15]. The nascent
protein interacts with the Sec translocon and the ribosome via pairwise interactions
that depend on the hydrophobicity and charge of the beads of the nascent protein. The
interaction parameters are unchanged from previous work [14]. The lateral gate of
the translocon switches between the open and closed conformations with probability
dependent on the difference in free energy between the two conformations. The
structures of the ribosome and translocon are based on cryo-EM structures and, aside
from the lateral gate of the translocon, are fixed in place during the simulations.
The lipid bilayer and cytosol are modeled implicitly. The positions of the nascent
protein beads are evolved using overdamped Langevin dynamics with a timestep of
300 ns and a diffusion coefficient of 253 nm2/s. Membrane potentials are included
by adding an electrostatic energy term to the simulations, as previously described
[15].
To simulate protein translation, new amino acids are added to the nascent chain at a
rate of five amino acids per second. Simulations of EmrE, GlpG, and BtuC begin
with 12 amino acids translated. Translation continues until the nascent protein
reaches the desired length, at which point translation is halted and forces on the
C-terminus of the nascent chain are measured every 3 ms for 6 s. This methodology
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has been found to accurately reproduce experimental FPs[15]. Forces are measured
starting at a nascent protein length of 18 amino acids for EmrE and BtuC, and
70 for GlpG. The computational force profile (CGMD-FP) is then obtained by
measuring the forces at lengths incremented by four amino acids. Simulations at
different lengths are performed independently and repeated 100 times. Because the
ribosomal exit tunnel is truncated in the CGMD model, a shift in the protein index
is required to compare simulated and experimental results. Shifts of -12, -5, and -5
residues are used for EmrE, GlpG, and BtuC CGMD-FPs, respectively. The shifts
are estimated by aligning the computational and experimental FPs and are in line
with what is expected given the length of the truncated exit tunnel. Variation in the
shift may reflect different degrees of compaction of the nascent chain. Although
previouswork provides a framework to estimate the experimentally observed fraction
full length from simulated forces given a specific AP [15, 51], forces are reported
directly to facilitate comparison between experiments performed with different APs.
Experimental methodology is available in the publication on which this chapter is
based[9].
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Figure 5.3: A) Construct design. The N-terminal LepB fusion is indicated. B)
Force profiles (FPs) for GlpG and LepB-GlpG (# = 131–224) (orange), NTD(F16E)
(green), in vitro translated NTD (magenta), and NTD(F16E) (black), LepB-GlpG
with SecM(Ec-Sup1) AP (blue), and coarse-grained molecular dynamics (CGMD)-
FP calculated with a -100 mV membrane potential (gray). Error bars indicate
SEM values. C) NTD (PDB ID: 2LEP), with F16 in spacefill. D) Enlarged FPs for
LepB-GlpGwith SecM(Ec)AP (orange), SecM(Ec-Ms)AP (green), SecM(Ec-sup1)
AP (blue), and GlpG(Y138,F139,L143→NNN) with SecM(Ec-Ms) AP (magenta).
CGMD-FP in gray. E) Structure of GlpG with the periplasmic surface helix in blue,
TMH2 in red, the membrane-associated cytoplasmic segment in cyan, and TMH5
in yellow. F) LepB-GlpG peak III-a and III-c sequences aligned, respectively, from
their #start and #max values, and the mutant LepB-GlpG(Y138,F39,L143→NNN)
peak III-c sequence aligned from its #max value. Hydrophobic transmembrane helix
(TMH) segments are shown in orange and transmembrane α-helices (PDB: 2IC8)
underlined. The periplasmic surface helix is italicized.
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Figure 5.4: A) Construct design. B) FPs for BtuC (orange), BtuC-TMH2 (green),
BtuC(R47,R56,R59→QQQ) (black), BtuC-TMH6 (dark blue), BtuC-TMH8 (blue),
BtuC-TMH10 (pink), andCGMD-FP calculatedwith a -100mVmembrane potential
(gray). Error bars indicate SEM values. C) Sequences corresponding to peaks I–XI
aligned from their #start values. Hydrophobic TMH segments are shown in orange
and membrane-embedded α-helices are underlined. Re-entrant loops and surface
helices are italicized. D)Construct design for obtaining FPs of isolatedNout-oriented
BtuC TMHs. Dashed segments are derived from LepB. E) Enlarged FPs for BtuC
(orange) and (R47,R56,R59 → QQQ) (black), with CGMD-FPs calculated with
(gray) and without (dashed gray) a -100 mV potential. F) BtuC TMH9-TMH10
(PDB ID: 2QI9). G) Enlarged FPs for BtuC (orange), isolated TMH6 (residues
187–206; blue), and isolated TMH5-6 (residues 138–206; green). The CGMD-FP
is in gray. H) Structure of TMH6 including the upstream periplasmic re-entrant
helix and the downstream cytoplasmic surface helix
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